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y with the con u ng
Ow ng eso s r
fl
among all the peace-loving nations can the highest aspiration of butiiai
lasting peace which will in the words of the Atlantic Charter, Word assurance that
the lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear and want."

NewWorld Labor Organization Formed as London Conference Ends
(Editor's note: The following report is based upon cabled dispatches
of Federated Press and Allied Labor
News.)

LONDON—A new Internatonal Federation of,Trade
Unions to replace the moribund "Amsterdam International," which excluded the
greater part of world labor
from participation, emerged
last week from the World
Trade Union Conference
here.
Resolutions adopted at the
closing of the conference called
for a universal 40-hour work
week without prejudice to those
nations in which a shorter week
might be justified; for housing
programs, for government rest
homes for workers; for two
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weeks' vacations, and for continued government controls over
food prices and distribution.
HAIL CRIMEA MEET
Strongly endorsing the Crimea
conference's calling of a meeting
at San Francisco to work out a
United Nations organization "in
accordance with the general
principles formulated at Dumbarton Oaks," the \ conference
voted to seek assurances from
the Big Three that "accredited

representatives of the trade union
movement will be received into
their councils at the San Franeisco conference in an advisory
and consultative capacity."
It also urged adequate union
representation on the assembly
of the international organization
to be set up and asked that "a
qualified, responsible representative of the trade union movement shall be associated with
both the security, social and eco-

nomic councils."
Forty-one delegates named to
draft a constitution for the new
organization include President
Philip Murray of the CIO, Sidney
Hillman, president of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, and R. 3. Thomas, president
of the United Automobile Workers of America.
PARIS CHOSEN
Temporary offices were opened
here, but Paris has been named

S. F. United Nations Conference Causes
Change in ILWU Convention Date
SAN FRANCISCO—Faced with to be designated with in the next
the unexpected timing of the two weeks, will meet beginning
United Nations conference for Tuesday, March 27. It was emSan Francisco on April 25, offi- phasized that the convention will
cers of the ILWU moved up the adjourn not later than the afterdate of the sixth convention from noon of April 2 and return reservations can be made with this
May 8 to March 29.
"We are faced with the alterna- definite assurance.
tive of either postponing the conFull cooperation and assistance
vention indefinitely and perhaps of all the locals was urged to
having it ruled out entirely, or make the convention a success unmoving the convention up to an der the war emergency.
earlier date," said an amended
call which went out February 18. DEADLINE CHANGED
Under the new convention date,
The five-day assemblage will be
held as otherwise announced in deadline for forwarding credenthe convention call, in the CIO tials of delegates, resolutions, rebuilding at 150 Golden Gate Ave- ports and convention assessments
nue. Pre-convention committees, - was set at March 15.

Voting strength of the locals
will be computed for the period
since the last convention held in
June 1943 through February 1945.
ILWU locals were warned to
make round trip transportation
reservations for their delegates
well in advance and to inform the
International office immediately
of requests for housing accomodations.
San Francisco members, staff
and friends of the ILWU were
urged to notify the International
office if they can help house delegates arriving between March 26
and 29 and departing April 2
or 3.

for tentative headquarters. A second world congress before the
end of 1945 was contemplated and
the committee named to draft
the constitution is empowered to
convene an emergency world
congress at any time that world
events suggest the necessity.
The new organization will for
the first time bring into working
cooperation the vigorous labor
movements of the free countries
of the world and is expected to
have great effect upon plans tor
the world organization of nations.
The old IFTU, or "Amsterdam
International," had for the roost
part narrowed down to a few rod;
baiting reactionaries of labor
who insisted upon excluding from
its councils the representatives
of the majority of the welters
of the world. In sharp contrast',
to this attitude is the decision of
the London conference to invite
into the new world federation the
American Federation of Labor
with a place on the executivu
board. The AFL, with William
Green and Matthew Well 1414'
as chief spokesmen of its position, have up to now pretended that neither the CIO nor Soviet
trade unions exist. The position
has been without the support of
large sections of the AFL.
UNANIMITY SHOWN
The AFL refused to participate
in the London conference on the
(Continued on Page 10.)
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Our Part

W

HAT cooks on National Service Legislation? Thq
Issue is here with us. As a union where do we stand/

YALTA

confirmed and strengthened the
agreements of the Big 3 made at Teheran and
laid to rest the defeatist rumors that Teheran
couldn't work, that the United Nations were
splitting apart. From the Yalta conference
America, Great Britain and the Soviet Union

emerged more united than at any time since
the war began. Teheran dealt with first things
first and was historic in accomplishing those
first things. Yalta came in logical. succession
to Teheran. It sealed the doom of Naziism and
the fact that San Francisco—on the Pacific
Coast—was chosen for the, conference of the
United Nations to shape world organization is
handwriting on the wall for Japan. The enemies
will have no part in the shaping of the peace,
but to reap the consequences of their own murderous ambitions.
With the coming April 25 conference figuratively being held in our own front yard, we
will have not only a front seat for the proceedings, but a definitive role to play in them.
Accordingly as we impliment the CIO and
ILWU programs in a hard-hitting, day to day
way, we will be effective toward the success
of the United Nations Conference as it sets
about working out the mechanics for the organization proposed at Dumbarton Oaks, which
Is a minimum requirement if we are to have
durable peace, 60,000,000 jobs in America and
freedom for India and other subject lands.

tical unity of the United Nations. They will be
physically absent from the San Francisco conference, but they will be ideologically represented by the isolationists in the Senate, such
as Taft, Wheeler and Vandenberg.

U

NDER antiquated procedure a mere onethird of the Senate can wreck Dumbarton
Oaks and thereby wreck San Francisco and
lose the peace. Our role is to close ranks behind our leaders Philip Murray and Sidney Hillman and make it clear—by our determined
efforts—that Senators who fail to go along
will be at the end of their political careers the
next time they face the balloting. No longer'
can the war and the peace be lost on the battlefield. From here on out it will be won or lost
in the union halls, in the mail boxes, in Chamber of Commerce meetings, in Grange meetings, in the public rallies that unite or fail to
unite the people of the United States behind
the President and his program.
•
We are, determined, not alone but with the
rest of the people of America, to have permanent peace, to eradicate the sources of war,
and in the words of Yalta "afford assurance
that all men in all lands may live out their
lives in freedom from fear and want."
When Herr Goebbels speaks his mind
Hearst and Pegler's right behind!
-W.
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UR PROGRAM to make San Francisco effective is to shorten the war by stepping up
production and continuing to live up to our
no-strike pledge—and we can be happy there
that we aren't a union caught with ballots
hanging out as to whether there should be a
no-strike pledge. Our program must include
the continuance and intensification of Political
Action in support of the President and his program.
These are minimum contributions which
must come from us. The toughest part of the
military task is just beginning, for the rats
are cornered and desperate. And in their desperation they are bent upon wrecking the poli-
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Are we for it or against it, or are we scared of it
In plain language, are we for or against the Feder
Congress enacting a "work or else" law, that will
compel people other than those in the armed forces
to do their part in working to win
the war, or being pushed into line
by some form of penalty if they
don't.
Now pending before the U. S.
Military Affairs committee, are
two proposals or approaches to the
serious problem of getting and
keeping sufficient numbers of war
workers on the job. One is the
May-Bailey bill that represents the
Army's and Navy's idea of catching up with civilian slackers. In
essence it proposes direct control
of civilian manpower through the
Selective Service machinery. Draft boards would be
able to draft or have workers who refused to get into
and work steadily at esSential war jobs severely penalized. It would virtually give the Army and Navy control over the millions of civilians in the country.
The other proposal is the Manpower Mobilization
Bill proposed by Senators Kilgore and Wagner. It
would give the present War Manpower Commission
full authority to examine utilization of manpower, de4cide how many workers an employer could efficiently
use and deny him more than that number, direct hiring and rehiring, as well as laying off of workers, and
at the same time provide for the protection of union
agreements and standards, and the establishment of
local and national labor-management compittees.
CIO President Philip Murray has recorded the CIO
in opposition to the May-Bailey proposal. And we
wholeheartedly agree and support President Murray's
objections to this bill. We'll tip our hats any time
to the Army and Navy as a fighting machine. 'That's
their job, and how well they do it is best attested by
the daily communiques from the battle fronts. But
manpower and production on the home front, that's the
job of labor and industry, working and planning in
conjunction with the Government and agriculture.

I

HARDLY know of a worker in our union ranks
who does not witness every day the widespread mismanagement, waste of manpower, and production inefficiency because of the Army and Navy way of doing things. And I know from first hand the resentment many junior and senior officers of the service
arouse in our workers who have been on. the job for
years, and are experts in their line, when such officers
try to ram down the workers' throats what they consider the best way of doing things. Most times the
results are worse than if the workers were allowed to
do things their own way.
If the Army and Navy chiefs of staff could ever
total up the production and manpower losses due to
civilian worker morale busting by some of their officers, I'd venture a guess we'd have enough extra manpower to land at Toyko. There's plenty of officers
who think they're hell on wheels just because they
wear a uniform, even though they lack enough ballast
In their upper deck to get in out of the rain. And we
are still running into some of our old pals with whom
we used to sit across the negotiating table, and they
seem to to think that the service and a uniform makes
good camouflage for union busting.
But again, if we look at it in a sensible way, it's
too much to expect from the armed services that they
be a great producing organization, in addition to being
the terrific fighting instrumentality that we all know
they are. And when they, as they do, get the manpower and production machine all SNAFU, we understand, and only object to their trying to lay the
blame on civilian labor and industry thereby depressing the morale of both the military and civilian forces.
But that's not to say that when the service chiefs of
staff, along with President Roosevelt, seriously ask
for something stringent in the way of manpower draft,
in order to keep weapons and supplies going to the men
at the front, that they are lying to or kidding us.
They're not, and all the beefing about the shortcomings
of the service won't help much, and the enactment into
law of a measure giving Army and Navy more power
and chances to get things more SNAFU will help less,
and that's about all the May-Bailey bill will do.
On the other hand, giving the civilian-administered
War Manpower commission, wherein labor, industry
and agriculture and government direct the policies,
and are able to bring their expert knowledge and experience to bear, is sound, constructive, and democratic and the ILWU endorsed such an approach as
far back as January, 1944.
We're sure with FDR in wanting to see the "right
number of workers, in the right places at the right
times." And we're with Phil Murray on this too, and the
best and only way is through the Kilgore-Wagner approach. Let the U. S. Senate know that we support
President Murray and our armed forces by supporting
the Kilgore-Wagner Manpower Mobilization Bill, and
that the misfit called the May-Bailey "work or fight"
bill should be dumped, and how—and quick.
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Kiigore-Wagner Labor Bill Wins
OK of C10; ILWU Wires Support
WASHINGTON (FP)—Civilian
control of manpower as incorporated in the substitute for the,
May labor draft measure in the
Senate, February 14, won prompt
support from the CIO.
The substitute measure was introduced by Senator Harley Kilgore (D., W. Va.) and Senator
Robert F. Wagner (D., N. Y.),
CIO President Philip Murray, in
a statement presented by his assistant, Clinton Golden, urged its
adoption. lie said: "It is our belief that this bill will effectively
meet the current demand in Congress and the executive agencies
for a piece of legislation to mobilize America's manpower for the
job ahead."
Instead of confining itself to
males from 18 to 45, the substitute measure mobilizes "the entire civilian manpower and womanpower of the U. S. immediately," Murray said.
MANPOWER CONFAB URGED
After terming the substitute
bill "a long step in the right direction," Murray said strengthening of manpower mobilization
alone cannot provide maximum
war output, or.maintain our war
economy in balance when cutbacks come after V-E day (Victory in Europe day).
In addition to improvements in
the Office of War Mobilization,
Murray urged that President
Roosevelt "convene a conference
of industry, labor, agriculture
and government to prepare a program to carry us from V-E day
to the defeat of Japan."
Murray also called for accurate
scheduling of war production programs, better coordination of the
agencies covering manpower, production and procurement, elimination of competition between
agencies, integration of wage and
policies, including
in
prompt revision of the LiStle Steel
formula, strengthening of the system of labor utilization, full use
of labor-management committees
by the WMC and a program for
transferring workers to essential
jobs, including payment of transriortation costs and protection of
their seniority rights.
BRIDGES' SUPPORT SENT
SAN FRANCISCO—Full support and ail offer of cooperation
for manpower draft legislation
proposed by Senators Wagner and
Kilgore was telegraphed to the
Senators February 15 by ILWU
President Harry Bridges.
"We believe the May-Bailey bill
Is the wrong approach and one
that even in its discussion has created disunity," Bridges told the
Senators.
The telegram said:
"Please know that you have the
wholehearted support of the International Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union• behind
your proposed manpower draft as
outlined yesterday by Mr. Clinton
Golden of the CIO. Our organization has long held the position
that it would support any constructive measure, including draft
legislation, if such is necessary

for the war effort. We believe
the May-Bailey bill is the wrong
approach to the problem and one
that even in its discussion has
created disunity.
"No organization in the country is more ardent in its support
of the armed forces than is ours,
but we believe the armed forces
to be trained efficient fighting
machines and not trained to meet
the manifold problems in industry. The huge task of producing
sufficient supplies for the armed
forces and finding sufficient manpower and properly distributing
It can better be done by government, management, labor and
agriculture all working together
and equally participating. We
offer you every possible cooperation in your efforts to achieve
this kind of unifying and effective legislation."
CIO REFUTES PM STORY
WASHINGTON (FP)—An authoritative CIO source informed
Federated Press that "no report
was made to President Philip
Murray" regarding what the New
York newspaper PM called "alleged sabotage of national CIO
policy by New York CIO elements."
PM printed the story supporting its piece January 31, charging
that New York CIO representatives had asked Congressmen to
support the labor draft bill in
opposition to national CIO policy.
PM's "splitting" story was written by Milton Murray, president
of the American Newspaper
Guild.
The story denied to FP charged
"the report on the lobbying activity was made to Murray by
Nathan Cowan, CIO legislative

Army Stops
Communist
Exclusions

director, and Thomas Owens, his
assistant."
In New York City, Secretary
Saul Mills of the CIO Council and
Acting President Michael Quill
protested the PM story as a
"complete fabrication" and pointed to a resolution adopted by the
council last January 18 in opposition to the labor draft proposal
and parallel to CIO policy.

Citizenship For
Bridges Urged
LOS ANGELES (FP)—Lodge
311, International Association of
Machinists (AFL), called on President Roosevelt and Attorney
General Francis Biddle "to clear
the way for Harry Bridges to become a citizen -of the country
he has served so loyally in peacetime and during critical war
years."
Action of the local, which has
4,000 members in more than 100
plants, urged that the deportation order against the CIO leader
"be dismissed without delay as a
major contribution toward national unity, victory and a lasting
peace."

poet

Muriel Rukeyser, a
prize-winning poet,
lecturer and now playwright says
fhaf most people have at some
time in their lives written a poem,
and although they think of themselves as detached from poetry
they experience poetry everyday
through the radio, movies and
folklore. She is going to teach
two classes at the California 1,abor School in appreciation and
composition of poetry beginning
Wednesday and Thursday, February 28 and 29.

Murray and Downey appealed
SAN FRANCISCO—CIO President Philip Murray, California's to President Roosevelt to end the
Senator Sheridan Downey and proceedings and Whitney wired
A. F. Whitney, president of the The Dispatcher, calling the case
Brotherhood of Railroad Train- "the busipess of every union
men, joined this week in protest member iti‘the United States."
Argument on the case before
against the Harry Bridges' deporthe Supreme Court of the United
tation proceedings.

SAN FRANCISCO—Letters of
approval and commendation were
dispatched Feb. 5 from ILWU
President Harry Bridges' office
to the 16 freshmen U. S. Senators who recently pledged firm
support to President Roosevelt's
foreign policy.
Bridges wrote the Senators:
"It is our firm belief that your
public pledge to support and aid
President Roosevelt in building
a world security organization and
for the United States to share
international responsibility for
the settlement of the war and
maintenance of peace is welcomed by the overwhelming majority of the American people."
FROM BOTH PARTIES
The joint statement from both
Republican and Democrat Senators was issued shortly after the
Presidential inauguration. It was
signed by Senators J. W. Fulbright (D., Ark.), Frank P.
Briggs (D., Mo.), Homer E. Capehart (R., Ind.), Forrest C. Donnel
(R., Mo.), Bourke N. Hickenlooper (R., IL), Clyde R. Hoey

(D., N. C.), Olin D. Johnston (D.,
S. C.), Warren Magnuson (D..
Wash.), Brien McMahon (D.,
Conn.), Hugh B. Mitchell (D.,
Wash.), Wayne Morse (R., Ore.),
John Moses (D., N. D.), Francis
J. Myers (D., Pa.), Leverett Saltonstall (R., Mass.), H. Alexander
Smith (R., N. I.) and Glen H.
Taylor (D., Ida.).
FAITH IN THE POSTWAR
Bridges' letter stated: "As a
labor union we find it difficult at
times to convince our working
members that the present world
conflict not only can but must
result in a durable peace and a
greater measure of security and
well-being for them and all
people.
"Ye u r forthright statement
helps us in our efforts to reassure those who are fearful of an
insecure future and helps us to
urge greater effort on the part
of our workers in order to end
the war speedily and approach
the postwar with confidence and
faith in our nation's leadership
and program."

"Symphonies?" Poll-taxer Thinks Th ey're Something Reds invented
WASHINGTON (FP)—An example of one end result of redbaiting was handed the surprised
Senate Agriculture Committee
this month by a grim-faced,
shrieking woman who denounced
Aubrey William s, President
Roosevelt's nominee for Rural
Electrification Administrator, as
a communist.
The shrewish witness was Mrs.
Agnes Waters, whose testimony
against Williams differed from
that of old Senator Kenneth McKellar (D., Tenn.) only in shrill
volume and the fact that the Tennessean kept his seat.
Soon after McKellar had ended
his testimony reviewing more
Dies committee charges against
the National Farmers Union offIcial, Mrs. Waters was introduced
by Chairylan Elmer Thomas
(D., Okla.).
WILLIAMS IS A —
With arms upraised and voice

keyed high, she cried; "Senators,
clean house of these miserable,
contemptible reds. I represent
millions of mothers. I agree with
Senator McKellar and I have evidence here—plenty of evidence,
that Williams is a Communist."
She went on for several minutes and as Chairman Thomas instructed her to sit down, Mrs.
Waters left the room screaming
out against the FEPC.
McKellar began the day's hearing by producing another round
of laughter at his own expense
as he quoted a speech by WilHams before the old Workers Alliance in which the REA nominee
said the government should support "symphonies, writing and
painting projects" for the unemployed.
McKELLAR THROWS DUD
Asked by Senator Henrik Ship
stead (R., Minn.) what symphoflies meant, McKellar answered:

OPA Voluntary Staffs
Win Praise for Work
WASHINGTON—Volunteer assistants to OPA's 5,576 war price
and rationing boards drew warm
praise from government officials
January 12, on the third anniversary of the initiation of their
work.

Bridges Argument Set for April 2nd;
Whitney, Murray, Downey Back Him

Bretton Bill
Senators Vow to Back FDR
is Before
Both Houses Draws Praise from Bridges
WASHINGTON (FP)—Legislation to assure the economic side
of world peace and without
which the hope of 60 million jobs
would be smashed was introduced
in both the Senate and House
February 15. The identical bills
are designed to carry out the
U. S. obligation drafted at the International Monetary Conference
at Bretton Woods, N. H., last
July.
The bill first gives Congressional approval to U. S. participation in the international fund and
the international bank.
Under the Bretton Woods proposal the fund consists of $8.8
billion, Each of the United Nations is to subscribe to it in
amounts relatively equal to their
position in post-war trade. Consequently, the U. S. is to subscribe
$2.7 billion, Britain $1.3 billion
and the USSR $1.2 billion.
It is required by the new bill
that no fundamental changes may
be made In the fund or bank or
in U. S. participation without
Congressional action.

SAN FRANCISCO—A special
dispatch to the Chronicle from
Washington this week said the
War Department has issued a
directive to all commanding officers at home, behind the lines
and at battle fronts, stating there
shall no longer be any discrimination against Communists
the
United States Army.
Previous confidential instructions barred Communists from officer training and 19 other various assignments involving milltary secrecy. These were countermanded.
The directive was quoted as
stating that no individual shall
suffer because his views on social
questions are the same as the
views the Communis party has
advocated.

"I'm not an expert on Communist
terms."
Another McKellar bombshell
that proved just a dud came when
he admonished the Senators and
the audience to listen closely
while he read from a publication
called "Headlines," dated July 30,
1938, and published in Chicago.
This paper accused Williams of
supporting Commonwealth College, "the red, radical college" at
Mena, Ark., where, Senator McKellar said, "women appeared in
Communist dress—in overalls."
He pointed out that Mrs. Louis D.
Brandeis, wife of the retired Supreme Court justice, was chairman of the Commonwealth Committee.
IN SYMPATHY WITH REDS
When pressed for the name of
the editor of the publication, McKellar was unable to say, but read
into the record from the paper

was the fact that the editor was
Joseph P. Kamp. Kamp is under
indictment in the U. S. court here
for failure to reveal campaign expenditures to a House committee
investigating his fascist Constitution Educational League.
Senator Allen J. Ellender (D.,
La.) inquired if McKellar had any
proof that Williams is a Communist. "Oh, yes," he replied,
"page after page shows he was a
member of Communist fronts
In sympathy with 'mi. Senator
Harlan J. Bushfield (R., S. D.)
quoted speech after speech that
showed Williams was a Communist."
Ellender then introduced Volume 3 of the FBI report on its
investigation of persons named
as Communists by the Dies Committee. As to Williams it said the
FBI had "found no evidence he
had engaged in subversive activities." •

States is set for April 2.
Action on the case was also
taken by two Democratic pad y
organizations within the past 10
days.
First action came from Alameda County in California, where
the County' Democratic Central
Committee, February 9, unanimously adopted a resolution calling upon the President and the
Attorney General to dismiss the
deportation proceedings. T h
resolution was introduced by Paul
Heide, secretary of the committee. Heide is also vice-president
of ILWU Local 6.
FOR EARLY VICTORY
The Los Angeles County Democratic Central Committee endorsed a similar resolution on
February 13, with one dissenting
vote out of 125 members present.
In conveying the Alameda resolution to President Roosevelt,
Heide said, "As long as proceedings in this case are continued,
all of the doubts and suspicions,
all of the dissatisfaction and disunity engendered thereby, will
continue to weaken and disrupt
the democratic forces of this natiop in their desire to maintain
and strengthen national unity on
the basis of an early victory in
the war and an enduring peace."
Following is the complete text
of President Whitney's telegram
to The Dispatcher:
'Harry Bridges has demonstrated his effectiveness as a
labor leader and has won the respect not only of the rank and
file but of the public generally
for his significant contribution to
the war effort. Any assumption
of reason to deport him collapsed
on December 18, 1939, when Dean
James M. Landis of Harvard Law
School issued his decision clearing him of all charges and recommended the case be dismissed.
The subsequent persecution
of this outstanding labor leader
can only be viewed as an attempt
to weaken organized labor in the
United States. For this reason,
among many others, the fight
against Bridges' deportation is the
business of every union member
In America."
Senator Downey said Bridges
"has made a remarkable contribution to the war effort in the
West."
Murray asked termination of
the case "in the interests of national unit y."
•
More than 40 convalescent veterans are now working at an

Army ordnance plant.
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U. S. Supreme Court to
Review Anti-Labor Laws
WASHINGTON (FP)—Having brought an almost identical
recently smashed the Texas anti- action.
labor law by holding it unconsti- VIOLATES WAGNER ACT
Both cases are directed against
tutional, the U. S. Supreme Court
February 5 granted motions to the Bradford act, which requires
hear from both the AFL and CIO registration of unions, filing of
in cases involving similar legisla- financial reports and forbids executives, administrators, supervistion in Florida and Alabama.
The AFL and the United Broth ory or professional employees
erhood of Carpenters brought one from joining a union.
In each instance the unions
of the Alabama cases to the high
court in an action against Solici- contend the law violates the U. S.
tor Robert F. McAdory of Jeffer- Constitution and the Wagner
son County (Birmingham) and Labor Relations Act.
President Leo H. Hill of the
Sheriff Holt McDowell of that
Florida State Federation of Labor
county.
Following up, the CIO and and the Association of JourneyPhilip Murray as an individual men Plumbers (AFL) brought
and as CIO president also the third case against the State
of Florida and Attorney General
J. Tom Watson.
In this case the state sought to
enjoin the union from functioning as a labor organization under
the - Florida anti-labor statute.
This law calls for the licensing of
paid union representatives and
business agents, but exempts repNEW YORK (FP)—Ten lead- resentatives of the Railroad
ing Chinese newspapers, repre- Brotherhoods. The AFL consenting more than half the total tends it violates the U. S. Consticirculation of the Chinese lan- tution, the Wagner Act and disguage press in North and South criminates between labor organiAmerica, have called for immedi- zations and employer groups.
ate formation of a national coalition government in China to replace the dictatorship of the
Kuomintang.
Alarmed by recent military
setbacks, political disunity, ecoRAINIER, Ore. — The ILWU
nomic chaos, corruption and dip- Columbia River District Council
China,
the
in
lomatic blunders
has telegraphed to Oregon Senanewspapers jointly sent a cable tors Wayne Morse
and Guy Corto General Chiang Kai-shek ex- don urging the
confirmation of
pressing the belief that "victory Henry Wallace
as Secretary of
of the United Nations is depend- Commerce.
ent upon the immediate improveCouncil
ment and readjustment of the po- send a lettermembers agreed to
of commendation to
litical situation in China."
columnist
Selden
Menefee of the
APPEAL
FREEDOM OF
Washington Post for/his honest
They asked for removal of restrictions on freedom of speech appraisal of the ILWU no-strike
program and postwar policies in
and press, legalization of all a
column syndicated throughout
groups
enparties
and
patriotic
gaged in the war effort and call- the country,
Next meeting of the council
ing of a people's asambly to
draft and adopt a constitution for was set for Rainier Hiring Hall,
China after the formation of a March 11, at 10 a.m.
coalition government.
Widely representative of the
Chinese people living in the
Western Hemisphere, the newspaMr. Grabnickel chalked his
pers include the Chinese World
cue with determination, and
of San Francisco, the Chinese Reaimed fiercely at the cue ball.
public News and the China Daily
"This talk of full employment is
News of New York and the New
nonsense," he declared. "It's
China Daily Press of Honolulu.
Henry Wallace hot air. In the
first place, why should we guarantee any man a job? And in
the second place, how could
you possibly go about it?"
"You'll never make that shot
aiming that way," said Mr.
Clearsight, calmly. "We have
to guarantee them jobs because
if they haven't jobs they can't
WASHINGTON—The CIO MariLive."
time Committee urged its member
"Poppycock," said Mr. Graborganizations and their membernickel, lunging with his cue.
ship to wire their Congressmen
-What we want is economic freeimmediately urging speedy pasdom, not regimentation. Let
sage of the Seamen's Bill of
them look after themselves. SelfRights.
reliance is what we need."
Other action was requested to
"How can they shift for themInsure endorsement of the bill
selves when we own all the incovering the Bretton Woods
dustries and control all the busiagreement slated to be introduced
ness?" Asked Mr. Clearsight.
into the House and the Senate.
"See, I told you you'd miss.
Member unions of the Maritime
Economical freedom means abCommittee are the ACA, IBU,
IFAWA, ILWU, MC&S, NMEBA, solutely nothing to men who do
not own businesses or industrial
and NMU. "Primarily we are
property. And that means nineengaged in the struggle for pork
chops through political action,*
ty per cent of the population."
"Are you trying to argue
says A. E. Phillips, executive secagainst private ownership?"
retary of the committee.
The j oh of the committee
asked Grabnickel.
ranges from settling a food beef
"No, indeed," said Mr. Clearwith WSA to fighting for passage
sight. "Now watch me make a
of legislation covering all phases
three cushion shot. Business,
of the maritime industry as well
labor and government have got
as general CIO-sponsored legislato cooperate or there won't be
tion. The committee acts as an
any business left to argue about.
administrative office handling reI'm heartily in favor of private
search, planning, WLB and some
ownership, but with it goes a
25 other government agencies,
responsibility. The bulk of all
as well as liason with the naindustrial and business property
tional CIO office.
s now concentrated in the bands
of a few. The rest of the population must either work for them
Yanks Gave Millions
or go hungry. They have no
To Russian War Relief
property, and very few of them
NEW YORK (FP)—The Amerstand any chance of ever ac!can people gave almost $23 milquiring any. If we would make
lion in cash and goods to Russian
private ownership sound and seWar Relief in 1944, making a
cure, we must recognize our
total of $46,246,240 received by
responsibility to those who have
the relief organization since it
no property and never will have
was formed a little more than
any property."
three years ago.

ChinesePress
Asks End of
1-Party Rule

Columbia Council
Backs Wallace

Curran Represented
Seamen's Views
LONDON (FP)—Responding
to an invitation in Joseph Curran's column in The Pilot,
NMU newspaper, seamen sent
in their opinions, suggestions
and expressions .of support for
his mission to the world labor
meeting.
Most of them urge formation
of a new, all inclusive world
union organization. They also
call for postwar shipping conferences, maintenance of a
shipping pool system, stabilization of seamen's wages and labor representation at the peace
table.

U. S. Revises
Sea Safety
Measures
WASHINGTON —itevision of
American safety-at-sea policies is
under way in Washington, the
State Department announced this
month, with the Coast Guard assigned to round up the latest in
safety.
Three steering committees have
been set up including representatives from government and industry. They will consider construction, life saving equipment
and rescue procedures. CIO maritime unions are expected to contribute information on life saving
equipment and rescue procedures.
Bringing the American policies
up to date will pave the way for
a postwar conference on safetyat-sea, to revise the International
Convention adopted in 1929.
The CIO Maritime committee
pointed out: "Safety improvement in all merchant marines will
be to the interest of American
shipping. Skimping on safety
equipment, ilk e substandard
wages for seamen has been a
means of competition between
various nations in the past."

Bay Manpower Exhorted to
'Man the Battle Stations'
SAN FRANCISCO (FP)—A call
of "Man The Battle Stations" will
reach into every home in the San
Francisco bay area for 45 days
as the spearhead of an all-out
manpower drive to recruit workers for war plants where shortages are slowing the prosecution
of the Pacific war.
The drive is beng conducted
by the War Manpower Commission, Civil Service, the army and
navy to recruit workers already
living here and not now in essential work for jobs in vital
army and navy plants.
Because of the serious housing
situation, it is aimed at making
full use of resident workers—
steering discharged shipyard
workers into esential Jobs, bringing former essential workers back

Columbia Council
Elects Officers
RAINIER—New officers of the
ILVVU's Columbia River District
Council were elected by acclamation in January.
The officers are J. J. Thomas,
president, Astoria Local 50; C.
E. Kremer, vice-president, St.
Helens Local 68; Ernest Baker,
Portland Local 8; Ray Johnson,
Rainier Local 45; and E. Koski,
Astoria Local 18, trustees; and
Frank E. Haines, secretary, Portland Local 81.

Labor, Employers
Plan Prosperity
SAN FRANCISCO (FP)—Labor and management must present a united front to bring about
the industrial stabilization of the
west after the war, unionists and
employers agreed at a meeting
here on how to increase postwar employment.
Sponsored by the American
Women's Volunteer Service, the
meeting brought together representatives of the AFL, CIO and
employers.
Among the goals listed toward
which all groups could work were
avoidance of strikes and lockouts,
keeping up of wages, maintenance
of an economy of abundance and
government cooperation to take
up slack in private industry and
insure full employment.

Child Care to Expand;
Isolation Wards Planned
SAN FRANCISCO—The expansion of San Francisco's child care
program and the establishment
of an isolation ward for mildly
ill nursery school children of war
workers seemed likely last week
due to the combined efforts of
labor, civ I c and government
groups.
Health Officer Dr. J. C. Geiger
has called for the setting up of
a conference to work out details

of the proposed isolation ward.
Quick action following the conference would eliminate the absenteeism of vital workers who
have been compelled in the past
to quit or take time off from essetial jobs to care for their ill
youngsters.
Another indication of expansion
of child care facilities is the reorganisation of the Coordinating
Council, city agency responsible
for child care.

By MIKE QUIN

The Five Cushion Shot ..

Maritime
Unions Back
Seamen's Bill

to their jobs and refilling the
supply lost to the draft.
Other manpower sources to be
tapped are older workers, nonessential workers and ex-service
men and women. The campaign
is being conducted through radio,
billboard and newspaper publicity
and recruiting booths in downtown locations in San Francisco,
Oakland, Alameda, Berkeley and
'Richmond.

"We can't hire any more men
than we need," snapped Grabnickel. "That was a nice shot
you made. How did you do it?"
"It's a matter of calculation
and figuring things out in advance. This next one will require a little English on the
ball. International cooperation
to develop markets will help a
lot. But that will require our
cooperation with the government."
"That doesn't guarantee anybody a job."
"No," said Clearsight, "but

don't have to stagger in the
dark."
"And suppose you find there
aren't enough jobs, and there
aren't enough business opportunities? Then what would you
do?" asked Grabnickel.
"Then," said Clearsight, "it
would be up to the government
to provide those jobs through
public projects—dams, bridges,
highways, airports, schools,flood
control, re-forestation, and a
hundred other needed improvements, And these things, incidentally, would create new busi-

we have all the figures on buying power, wages, bank accounts,
production, foreign trade and
every other factor. We can figure pretty accurately how much
business there will be in a coming year, and how many men
each industry can employ. From
our figures on new developments, we can also estimate the
number of business opportunities there will be. We know
how many men will be needing
jobs, and from all these things
we can tell whether there are
enough jobs to go around. We

ness opportunities and benefit
us as well."
"Government spending," snapped Grabnickel. "It's no solution."
"You can almost measure the
value of a government," said
Clearsight, 'hy how much it
spends intelligently on public
benefits. This is not only necessary to provide employment
to our citizens, and thus give security to private enterprise, but
it is equally necessary in order
to realize our surplus production power in human good."

"Now what are you talking
about?" asked Grabnickel. "That
is just a lot of New Deal Gobbledeygook you're spouting."
"Do you realize," said Clearsight, "that technological advancement has so increased
man's productive power that
every man working eight hours
a day produces more than twice
as much as he and his whole
family could consume?"
"What difference does that
make?" asked Grabnickel.
"Well, suppose you have full
employment, and every man
employed producing more than
either he or his whole family
could consume. What are you
going to do with the extra production? It either has to be
sold abroad, or invested in new
plant and equipment, or diverted into public benefits,"
"We're in a hell of a mess,
aren't we?" said Grabnickel.
"To the contrary," said Clearsight, "we're the luckiest and
richest people on earth. We
have a nation that could support three times its present population. We have the richest
agricultural fields on earth
which can easily produce more
than we could eat. We have
the finest factories on earth
which can produce as much as
we need of anything we want.
We have all the necessary resources of materials either here
in America, or available abroad.
We have the best educated and
most highly trained army of
labor on earth. If we can't
manage all this so that labor
can have jobs and industry profits, then—"
"New Deal pipe dreaming,"
said Grabnickel. "In the first
place, we can't afford it. Where
would the money come from?
Who would pay for it all?"
"That," said Mr. Clearsight,
breaking his cue over Grabnickel's head, 'calls for political
action."
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Overseas Calling
Your Local 13 editor is still
mindful of a very important point
made by a soldier friend who has
just returned from the South Pacific. He said that any piece of
writing—whether it be a letter
or a newspaper, or a book, is read
hungrily by men overseas. He
said that a letter received by one
man is shared by the rest of his
company. "You can see, then,"
he reported "what an opportunity
the union has to spread its message. Let a union member send
the Labor Herald or The Dispatcher to a friend, say, in the
Solomons, and he can be sure that
before that copy is discarded, it
will be fingered and read by every
man in his company. Why, you've
got a ready-made audieno."
And as another soldier remarked—a man in the foxholes
engages in actual combat only 15
minutes out of the day—the rest
of the time, he waits for mail call.
Here's a golden opportunity not
only to make a friend happy by
sending him news from home, but
also to put over some good union
truth.
In line with this, the Bulletin
wishes to announce that the union
Is going to get out a newsletter
twiee a month for our Brothers
overseas. It is very important
that each Brother furnish the
ea The Navy has assigned Warrant
union office with the name and
APO number of his friends overOfficer Vic Emsinger to recruit
seas so'he can receive this news- some of his former union brothers of Local 13 for the Seabees. Emletter.
singer who was recently promoted from Boatswain's Mate First Class

Seabee Recruitin

for top rate work is shown at the right conferring with William S.
It's been a long time since this Lawrence, local president.

Auxiliary Recruits

Bulletin has mentioned the Auxiliary and its needs. But now
along comes the Auxiliary and
flashes an SOS. They're shorthanded and need more members
and want us to get our wives to
join.
The community has come to
look upon the Auxiliary as a
source of cooperation in its various activities. Thus when the
Ration Board is looking for volunteers, it contacts the Auxiliary,
as does the USO or the Red Cross.
It is very embarrassing, then,
for the Auxiliary to have to turn
down these requests for lack of
forces. Now, with the city elections coming up, it is especially
urgent for the Political Action
Committee to have plenty of help.
The Auxiliary, therefore, makes
a strong appeal for new members. Auxiliary membership cards
will be available at our next meeting, and the Bulletin feels sure
that our brothers will have no
trouble getting their wives to
sign!! Remember, men, this is
a challenge to you to see how
much influence you really have
over your wives!

YMCA Invitation
The realization on the part of
the YMCA that they must rely
on broader sections of the people
has been gradual. Last Friday
evening, our officers and the executive board received an invitation to come to the "1" and inspect the premises. We then sat
down to a dinner where we discussed the needs of our young
people in San Pedro, what the
"Y" could do for them, etc. The
trade unions are an important
part of the community, and it is
gratifying indeed to us to be
recognized and asked to support
the aims and purposes of the
YMCA. Gus Springer, our vicepresident, is on the board of directors of the San Pedro YMCA.
They are asking us to join as
sustaining members as they need
funds for their boys' work and
service men and veterans' programs. As a sustaining member,
you fix your own dues. That
should make it easy for a lot of
us to join.

ILWU Convention
Any member who has any resolutions to submit to the ILWU
convention should get them in
to the union office so that they
can be acted on by the local and

forwarded to the International, a single card, your replacement
office to be acted on in the con- can be made by the foreman on
vention. Convention delegates the job.
will be elected at the next regu- Hurry! Hurry!
lar election.
Two thousand copies of the
Watch Your Attendance legislative supplement of the
You are expected to attend at People's World has been purleast one meeting each month. chased by our local. These copies
Be sure to have your book are on hand at the Hiring Hall
stamped when you attend mem- and it would be smart to get your
bere:iip meetings. If your book copy quick behre the supply runs
doesn't have the meeting stamp out.
for each month and if investigaReading this supplement will
tion proves you were not working get you acquainted with your
on both meeting nights of that state government and the bills
month, the union's rule on meet- that will come up before the
ing non-attendance will be en- state Assembly on March 5.
forced. The many -appeals that There is a lot for us to gain
have been made for rescinding from some of these bills if we
of fines for past non-attendance could get them passed. This suphave been denied. Further, the plement tells us how. It is very
executive board unanimously ap- valuable.
proved the following at its meeting, February 8: "That no meet- Local 10 Says—
A communication was received
ing non-attendance fines shall be
from Local 10 requesting that
rescinded as of this date."
Local 13 men be informed that
Living Proof
they must check in at the Local
A living example of the tri- 10 union office before starting
umph of science made possible work in San Francisco, and must
by your 4ifarch of Dimes was pre- turn in San Francisco passes besented dramatically by Hatch fore they leave the port. FailTender Tommy Ryan, when he led ure to do so will result in revocahis six-year-old son up to the tion of credentials and work
platform at our last meeting. This permit.
boy, who looked so normal and
healthy, had, only a short time
back, been stricken by the dread
paralysis disease. Ryan said
that it was the immediate, expert
care tendered his son which had
saved his life—and limbs. He
said that great strides had been
made in treating this disease and
that our money will make even
greater strides possible.
After his speech, the hat was
passed around and $334 was collected just at this one meeting.
This makes a total of $736 collected for the Paralysis Fund.

Deferments
Any member whose deferment
has run out should immediately
notify his draft board that he is
still working in the longshore
industry and in turn they will
check with the Waterfront Employers to verify same. All men
who have been classified 4-F
should go to their draft board
and re-register.

orSparkplug Canadian
ganization

whiih leaped ahead with the
chartering of Calgary Local 504
All replacements Of men shall was made possible by the activibe made by the hatchtender or ties and tireless efforts of ILWU
dock gang leader. If you are on Vice President Rosco Craycraft.

Replacements

ip
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Reint
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By Cole Jackman
and Henry Schrrildti

Recruiting Hampered
By Housing Shortage

should be filed if favorable action
cannot be secured from local
boards.

The most serious problem lacing the longshore industry in the
San Francisco Bay Area at present is the lack of housing. The
Industry needs more and more
men. The recruiting agency is
attempting to secure more men
through USES but upon instructions from the Labor Relations
Committee it has refused employment to any man who has a hausing problem.
Obviously, there is only one
solution and that is construction
of more dwellings, i.e. government projects.
The Federal Housing Authority
has asked the Congress for an appropriation of 9n million dollars,
this sum to be used wherever
there is need to construct housing
anywhere in the U.S.A. At the
present time hearings are being
held in Washington, D.C. before
the House Appropriations Committee to determine whether that
huge sum is actually required
and to decide how large or how
small to make the appropriation.
Whether or not the FHA will succeed in securing 90 million dollars remains to be seen.
We have compiled considerable
detailed information as regards
the housing situation in the Bay
Area especially insofar as it concerns our industry and arrangements have been madt to make
this information available to our
Congressmen who plan to submit
and read it into the record of
t h e Appropriations Committee
meeting on February 15.
Congressman Franck Hayenner
of San Francisco and Hu& Be.
Lacey of Seattle were in San
Francisco last week. We had an
opportunity to talk with them and
thoroughly acquaint them with
our housing problem. We have
their promise that they will concern themselves with the matter
and attempt to convince the Committee on Appropriations that an
adequate stun be apportioned for
construction of dwellings in the
San Francisco area.

Further Report on
Election Day Pay

Stabilization Dept.
Approves Raise
The War Labor Board, Tenth
Region,'San Francisco, has advised us that Arbitrator Stuart
Daggett's award which provides
for a pay increase for hiring hall
dispatchers has been approxed
by the Wage Stabilization Division. As aeon as we receive official word by letter from the
War Labor Board the information
will be sent to the Joint Labor
Relations Committee and that
Committee will then be required
to make the pay increase effective.

Draft Faces All
Dockers Under 30
Under the receut,ly revised national policy of Selective Service,
the great majority of physically
fit men under thirty years of age,
regardless of occupational status
will eventually be called for induction into the armed forces.
This includes not only the longshore industry but also all of the
33 critical war industries as listed
a year or so ago by Selective
Service as "necessary." This, of
course, includes ship construction
and repair, aircraft, etc.
Key men for all these 34 necessary industries would be taken
last, but some local boards in
order to fill their quotas might
find it necessary to call key men
Immediately. Instructions to all
local bards have already been
issued to place key men in the
necessary industries at the bottom
of the list.
Deferments should be requested
for all key longshoremen and in
view of the critical shortage of
men of this caliber for the handling of war cargoes appeals

The dispute over time off without loss of pay on election day
was considered by the Joint Coast
Committee some time ago with
the employers at that time taking
the position that it was a matter
for the courts and not the Labor
Relations Committee to determine.
Our own position was that state
law was being violated by the employers for deducting wages from
the longshoremen's pay check because of the necessity for taking
time off to vote.
Following this first meeting on
the matter, which was in November, we consulted with our Research Department and Union attorneys. Following considerable
research work on the matter, it
appears that this is not the type
of case that can be immediately
pressed with favorable result.
There have been identical cases
in other states that have been
pressed to a conclusion, and the
decisions in such cases have been
adverse notwithstanding identical
state law existing in those states.

Portland Shelters
Near Completion
Construction of shelters on the
Portland docks is finally actually
under way. Two hare been completed and others are being
worked upon. It was necessary
for the Maritime Board to secure
a specific appropriation of money
for this work inasmuch as no terminal contracts with the War
Shipping Administration existed
In the Portland area. •
Future work prospects for Portland and the Columbia River are
bright. The program of the Maritime Board and the International
Union for distribution of ships
and cargoes to all major port
areas in accordance with manpower and port facilities, thereby
utilizing the skill and experience
of all our members in a bigger
and better war effort, is primarily responsible for this change in
allocation procedure. Sustained
work opportunity for our entire
coastwide membership is a prerequisite to sailing 'em on time and
with full cargoes.

Word "Minority"
Misunderstood
Everyone was a little wiser and
a little happier last week after
the misunderstanding of the word
"minority" was cleared up.
Members of one of the bay area
locals became indignant when one
of the union leaders said at a
meeting: . ."There is a small
minority who disregard union
rules and do not perform their
work properly. The grievance
committee is going to crack down
on them."
Interpreting the word to mean
members of the minority race, a
delegation was almost organized
to protest discrimination.
Reference to Webster's New International Dictionary which defines minority of "the group having less than the number of votes
necessary to control---opposed to
the majority," soon convinced the
protestants there was no cause
for alarm, no discrimination intended and no further action required.

Advice to Orators:
Watch your P's and Q's and indicate carefully who you mean
when using the word minority.
LOS ANGELES(FP)—Appointment of Harry Brown, member of
Local 131, United Rubber Workers, as assistant state CIO legislative director for southern California was approved by the Southern section of the California CIO
Political Action Committee.
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6 and 34 Up
Wages for
540Workers

Free Governmen Service Helps Men File Income Tax Returns
By DISPATCHER
Assistance in making out income tax forms has been offered
to all waterfront workers, free
of charge, by the federal government. Income task experts are
available six days a.week, from
8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m., on the south
end, second floor of the Ferry
Building.
Since the tax assistance service
Is located so close to the docks
where most of the scalers and
painters work, many Local 2 members will be able to use it. Instead of taking an afternoon off
to get advice on income tax,
waterfront workers will be able
to stay on the job and still get
their income returns properly
filed.
FOREMEN'S DUTIES
The rules and regulations of

delegates were defined at the
February 8 meeting of the foremen. Erwin Elber of the California Labor School compared the
foremen's duties to those of the
delegates, pointing' out the difference between the two roles.
A standing rule long forgotten,
was revived: That any foreman
missing his first meeting shall
be fined; any foreman missing
two meetings shall be removed.
In the future, foremen and
delegates' meetings will be held
together. Chairman of the meeting which set up these rips regulations was Richard Q. Camplis
and recording secretary was Mary
Lopez.
SUBCOMMITTEE RULINGS
Regulations which will help
build the union are being worked
out by the Subcommittee for ap-

Ayuda Gratis Por El Gobierno
Lienando Las Manillas Impuestos
El Gobierno Federal ofrece ayudar a Ilenar las planillas del
impuesto federal (income tax)
gratis a los trabajadores de los
muelles. Personas expertas en
este, 'se hallan a su disposicion
seis dies a la semana de 8 a.m.
a 4 p.m. at final del lade sur en
el segundo piso del Ferry Building. Puesto que este servicio de
ayuda para Ilenar su planilla de
impuestos se halls situado tan
cerca a los muelles donde trabajan la mayoria de los limpiadores
y pintores de barcos, muchos miembros de la Local No. 2 podran
hacer use de ello. En vez de
tener que dejar el trabajo e ir al
centre pare buscar quien les Ilene
dichas planillas, los trabajadores
de los muelles podran continuar
en su trabajo y conseguir arreglar debidamente dichas formas.
Los estatutos por los cuales
deberan regirse los delegados fueron definidos en el mitin de capataces celebrado el die 6 de Febrero. El Sir Erwin Elber de la
California Labor School compare
las obligaciones de los capataces
con las de los delegados senalando
la diferencia existente entre unos
y otros. Un reglamento en vigor
aunque olvidado por algun tiempo, fue revivido: Quo cualquier
capataz que no asista a is sesion
sera multado por la primera falta,
y at 'altar dos veces a is sesion,
sera depuesto.
REGLAMENTOS EN
PREPARACION
En el futuro las sesiones de los
capataces y delegados se celebraran juntamente. El presidente
de la sesion que fijo estos nuevos
reglamentos the Richard Q. Camplis y la secretaria de actas la
Srta. Mary Lopez,
Se estan preparando por el
subcomite, reglamentos que tiendan a vigorizar la union, sujetas
a la aprobacion de los miembros
de is misrna. Uno de los reglamentos dice, que cualquier miembro de un comite quien falte a
dos sesiones sin excusa justifieada sera depuesto par el comite
y se llevaran a cab° nominaciones
para ser substituido en la sesion
general inrnediata.
En el subcomite aumentado,
figuran los miembros siguientes

de la Local No. 2: Richard Q.
Camplis, John Acosta, Victor
Mayo, Humbert Montez, Lawrence
Varela, Ruth Booth, John Hurtado, Alfonso Lara, M. Chavaria y
James H. Jones; y los administradores de la ILWU son Bjorne
Hailing y George Wilson.
La Local No. 2 ofrece admitir
come miembros a los veteranos
de la guerra sin que tengan que
pagar nada per la iniciacion. Los
GIs en rope de paisano, solamente
pagaran un mes de cuota pare
ser miembros de la Local No. 2.
RESOLUCION ADOPTADA
La asamblea adopto una resolucion apoyando el retorno de los
ales Norteamericanos de origen
Japones a la parte oeste del pais.
Se censure la discriminacion racial contra los Japoneses por los
pintores y limpiadores de barcos.
En la ILWU hay muchos y muy
actives miembros ciudadanos leales Norte Americanos de origen
Japones cuyos derechos deben
ser protegidos.
La Local No. 2 envie telegramas
a sus diputados en el Congreso
Federal, en apayo del nombramiento del Ex-Vice Presidente Sr.
Henry Wallace pars Secretario de
Comercio e igualmente urgiendo
la aprobacion d e 1 Proyecto
George lo que facilitaria la coalrmacion del nuevo Secretario de
Comereio.
Se eats haciendo una lista por
los patrones de todos aquellos que
se han dirijido pidiendo permiso
(clearance) pare poder trabajar
donde les convenga con objeto de
borrar sus nombres de la lists de
suspension temporal de reclutamiento.
Cuando ni el presidente Sr.
Can-mils ni el Sr. Jones, agente
representative de la Local No. 2
no eaten en la oficina, las quejas
se deberian referir a is tesorera
Srta. Mary Sandoval,
La Union ha hecho un donative
de $25.00 a la eampana "March
of Dimes" asi come tarnbien ha
obtenido espacio en los folletos
de programas de "Othello," drama
Shakesperiano en el que trabajars coma primer actor Paul
Robeson siendo dicha funcion a
benefieio de la American Russian
Institute.

Scalers Meeting Schedule
February 23—Delegates, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150 Golden
Gate Avenue.
February 28—Probationary, 7:30 p.m., Auditorium, 150 Golden
Gate Avenue.
March 1—Executive Board and Sub-Committee, 7:30 p.m., Conference Room, 210 Drumm Street.
March 6—Foremen, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150 Golden Gate
Avenue,
March 8—Executive Board and Sub Committee, 7:30 p.m., Conference Room, 210 Drumm Street.

Ifinerario De Nuesfros Mitines
Febrero 23—De1egados, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150 Golden
Gate Avenue.
Febrero 28—Miembros principiantes a novicios, 7:30 p.m., Auditorium, 150 Golden Gate Avenue.
Mane 1—Comite ejecutivo, 7;30 p.m., Conference Room, 210
Drumm Street,
Mario 6—Supervisores, 7:30 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, 150 Golden
Gate Avenue.
Mario 8—Comite ejecutivo, 7:30 p.m., Conference Room, 210
Drumm Street.

prove' by the rank and file members. One of the rules states that
any member belonging to a committee who misses two meetings
without an excuse shall be removed from the committee and
nominations to replace him shall
be made at the next membership
meeting.
On the enlarged subcommittee
are Local 2 members Richard Q.
Camplis, John Acosta, Victor
Mayo, Humbert Montez, Lawrence
Varela, Ruth Booth, John Hurtado, Alfonso Lara, M. Chavaria
and James H. Jones; ILWU administrators are Bjorne Hailing
and George Wilson.
UNION WELCOMES GIs
Local 2 now offers membership
to returning veterans without requiring payment of the customary
initiation fees. GIs in civilian
clothes need only pay the first
month's dues in order to become
Local 2 members.
The membership adopted a
resolution supporting the return
of loyal Americans of Japanese
ancestry to the West Coast. Discrimination against the Japanese
because of their race was condemned by the scalers and painters. The ILWU has many active

members who are loyal Japanese.
Americans and must protect their
rights.
In support of the nomination
of former Vice-President Henry
Wallace as Secretary of Commerce, Local 2 sent wires to their
Congressmen urging the passage
of the George Bill which would
clear the way for Congressional
approval of the new Commerce
Secretary.
DRAFT DEFERMENT
A list of those men who have
applied for clearance from the
Industry is being made by the
employers in order to eliminate
their names from the draft deferment list.
When Business Agent Jones or
Local 2 President Camplis are
not in the office, grievances
should be referred to Treasurer
Mary Sandoval.
The union has donated $25 to
the March of Dimes campaign, as
well as purchased space in souvenir programs for the California
Labor School, and the American
Russian Institute benefit performance of "Othello," Shakespearean drama starring Paul
Robeson.

State Senator Shelley Exposes Lies
Of State Health Insurance Foes
SAN FRANCISCO—What appear to be falsehoods are being
used by opponents of health insurance in their fight against a
decent program, State Senator
John F. Shelley charged last
week.
Shelley quoted a statement in
the current issue of the San Francisco County Medical Association's Bulletin asserting that 84
per cent of the funds collected
under the English health insurance system are used for administrative overhead.
"Figures obtained from the

ALAMEDA — Union securk
and higher pay were guaranteed'
140 clerks and 400 warehonseMeta
formerly civil service employe
now working at the newly orga
Ind Air Force In Transit Depo
here, which handles cargo bound
for the Pacific fronts.
Wages rose from an average
$1,890 a year to as much as $6,000
a year when ILWU Locals 34 and
6 appeared on the scene. The
contract is effective as of February 3.
Expansion of the new depot, in
tht hands of Western Freight
Handlers, is expected. At least
2,500 workers are employed there
in all departments at present.
At a recent lunch hour meeting at the depot, ILWU officers
urged the workers to turn in a
record-busting job. The union
called for no work stoppages and
settlement of all beefs through
union procedure.
Representing the ILWU in all
phases of union activities at the
depot is Local 6 Business Agent
Chile Duarte.

Treasury Lauds
ILWU Bond Sales
S A N FRANCISCO — Laurels
were heaped on the ILWU's voluntary bond salesmen who helped
put the Sixth War Loan drive
over -the top, in a letter from the
Treasury Department to ILWU
President Harry Bridges, February 8.
Singled out for praise were the
thousands of "shop stewards and
committeemen and rank and file
members who helped sparkplug
the drive."
The ILWWs past support for
the war bond program led the
Treasury Department to urge interim hacking of the payroll
saving plan.

British Information Service,"
Shelley said, "show this to be not
merely a gross exaggeration, but
a complete misrepresentation.
The British Information Service
reports that the doctors' share of
medical benefits under the English health insurance system is
about 71 per cent. Administrative costs of medical benefits are
given by the BIS as 4 per cent,
and other costs covering sickness,
disability, maternity and similar
services, bring the administrative
Postwar demand for new ears
cost of the whole scheme to about
17 per cent of the total income." is placed at 12 to 15 million.
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Bridges Victory
Stamps on Sale
Bridges Victory Stamps are
now available and may be secured
from the Secretary and Business
Agent. Many members have
asked about these stamps wishing
to contribute more than one dollar assessed each member for the
Bridges cause. All are also urged
to listen to the radio programs
now being broadcast. Watch your
labor papers for time and station.

Convention Set
Ahead to March 29

34

will repay itself tenfold as was
so aptly proven in the Presidential election.

New Procedure
Set for Gas Rations
Business Agent Becker advises
that the Longshore-Clerk Gasoline Board at their last regular
meeting that Ration Board No. 1
has made some changes in the
procedure for filing for supplemental gasoline.
Clerks now file 18 instead of
10 days previous to the expiration
date. Where clerks can prove
they have used their automobile
to travel to terminals across the
Bay and are traveling regularly,
they will be allowed up to 20%
additional gasoline after filing
the usual form listing the various
places they have worked in a 60day period. They will not be
obliged to file any forms thereafter.
Men entering the industry will
be issued gasoline for 30 days
while their old file is being transferred from their previous Board.

The date for the sixth convention of the ILWU has been set for
March 29 through April 2 to be
held in San Francisco. This local is entitled to eight delegates,
one to be paid by the International and one or more by the Local. Applications will be received
up to and including March 5, with
the election to be held the latter
part of that week. Members in
good standing who have been in
the organization six months or
more are eligible to file for dele- Union Helps
gate. Members having space in
their homes to house out-of-town File Gas Forms
Any member not receiving 15
delegates should notify International headquarters, 604 Mont- miles to the gallon, should secure
a statement from his garage or
gomery Street, DO uglas 1663.
service station to the effect that
PAC'Assessment
he is receiving less, stating the
Recommended for April actual mileage received and send
The Executive Committee has it along with his application and
recommended an assessment of his allowance will be adjusted ac$1 payable in the month of April cordingly.
for political action. This is an
Brother Becker is making every
important year with several im- effort to facilitate the filing of
portant bills coming up in the applications for gasoline and feels
state legislature particularly the that if the members fill out their
health bill, details of which have applications properly and take
been presented to you at length note of any instructions issued
in the Labor Herald. The State from time to time, there should
CIO Legislative Committee has be no difficulty.
set up offices in Sacramento to
The Maritime Industry Board
observe closely the tactics and is working hand in hand with us
voting of all Assemblymen and and are willing to help in any
State Senators for future guidance way possible. A warning, howof the voting public. This dollar ever: Chiselers will have their

gas supply cut down and have no
one to blame but themselves.
Gasoline is becoming more scarce
daily and it should be used sparingly.

Report Planned
On Negotiations
A meeting was held with the
Waterfront Employers Association's negotiating committee on
Monday, February 19. Results of
the meeting will appear in the
next issue of The Dispatcher and
a report of our Committee will
be made at the next meeting on
March 5. We should have some
import ant announcements to
make.

Two Meetings of ATS
Workers Called
SPECIAL NOTICE TO ATS
CHECKERS. There will be two
meetings of ATS men in San
Francisco, Monday, February 26,
at PIER 3, at 1:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m.; in Oakland, at 1407 Webster Street, 1:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m. Matters of interest to ATS
clerks will be discused and a report will be made by President
Johnson, concerning the recent
survey and meetings with the
Military Authorities at Fort Mason. All are urged to attend.

Clerks Are Key Men
At Alameda Depot
At the top of this page is the
story of the organization of the
Army Air Force Depot, Alameda.
It is up to each and every member
of this union to do a real job at
this installation, and all others,
for that matter. The clerks are
the key men in the loading of
ships cargoes, and it is our duty
to do`all possible to see that the
right cargo is in the right place
at the right time. It is our part
in the winning of this war. Any
one not holding up his end will
he removed from the job by the
Union.
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Probationaries Meet
Monday. March 12
There will be a special meeting for all probationary members an Monday,, March 12th,
at 3:000 and 8:00 p.m., at 150
Golden Gate Avenue. Attendance is compulsory under penalty of application of the A-BC penalties.

Candidates for Convention
Delegates Take Notice!

Because of announcement that February 23rd, and secure 54
the United Nations Peace Con- signatures of book members in
ference will be held in San Fran- good standing on the petition fat
A number Of the boys from the waterfront who are now overcisco on April 25, a change in nomination. Nominations will be
seas write in regularly to the union office. From their letters you
the dates for the ILWU Conven- received up until 8:00 p.m., March
can tell that they miss the old gang; their partners; the roar of
tion has been made necessary. 7, at the membership meeting.
the winches; the membership meetings; the hiring hall, and all the
The ILWU Convention will be The list of delegates elected will
things that revive memories close to their hearts. Somewhere in
held March 29, 30, 31, April 1 and be submitted for approval of the
their letter they always ask how everything is going with the union
2nd in San Francisco at the CIO membership at the meeting of
and along the docks, how we are meeting the hook in regards to
Building, 150 Golden Gate Ave-- March 21.
the war effort and what we are doing to keep and improve our
nue. Ten delegates will be elected
working conditions.
by secret ballot from Local 10 at
The answer to their question is that in spite of terrific handian election to be held in the hircaps and problems, the longshoremen of the port of San Francisco
ing hall on March 15, 16, 17 and
have done and are doing a job that is little short of amazing.
19th,from 6:00 a.m., to 7:00 p.m.
From the beginning of the war, we have been faced with an
At the meeting of the Stewards
abnormal situation whereby 70 per cent of the tonnage handled on Committee of February 12th, the each day.
Those men who wish to run for
the West Coast has been funnelled through this port. This meant, stewards agreed to accept responfirst of all, the addition to the waterfront of several thousand new sibility for aiding the sergeants- the position of delegate to the
workers who now add up to double our peace-time membership. With at-arms at the regular member- convention must obtain a nominaSTOCKTON — Local 54 rallied
the army overnight taking a heavy share of the work in the port, -ship meetings. All gang stewards tion blank from the secretary at last
week for fuller
they were obliged to take dozens of the best gang bosses on the are requested to volunteer their 142 Drumm Street on or after ton's port facilities use 'of Stockin the war
waterfront and upgrade them as walking bosses. Private companies, services on entering the Coliseum
effort.
as a result of their expanded activities did likewise. The result was Bowl. They will wear a stewards
In a resolution adopted by the
that we lost a number of key men who had many years of ex- arm band for identification and
longshoremen's local, the Stockperience, and it meant that new men had to be upgraded in the assist the brothers to find seats.
ton City Council was urged to
gangs to take their place.
With their help, the entrance to
Failure of a few gang bosses use its power and influence to
the building will be kept clear to turn in their gang personnel channelize more shipping bound
Loss of Experienced
and confusion will be eliminated. sheets has caused the Waterfront for Pacific island fronts througt
Longshoremen Felt
As a result of the cooperation Employers to be unable to furnish the Stockton ports, docks, transit
Another loss that was heavily felt was caused by the cntrance
of the stewards, the last member- essential information to the draft sheds and warehouses.
of hundreds of experienced longshoremen into the armed forces.
Pointing out that millions of
Hearing the call to duty and recognizing the crying need for com- ship meeting was one of the most boards concerning the status of
successful of
petent men to form a nucleus for the Port Battalions and Sea Bee officers of the entire year. Two many of the men. Any gang boss dollars have already been spent
the S.F. Fire Depart- who fails to turn in his gang per- In developing the port, Local 54
outfits, these men when they left made a hole that has been hard ment
who
were
expresed sonnel sheets will from now on declared that greater utilization
to fill. However, recognizing our own difficulties, we buckled down their complete present,
satisfaction
to overcome them and our success is best known to the boys them- the seating of the members with be cited to explain his failure of its docks would benefit Stockand before the Labor Relations Com- ton in the reconversion and postselves overseas who are unloading the endless stream of ships from the clearance to the
aisles.
war periods as well as facilitator
mittee.
this port. There were no shortcuts to take advantage of, and the
the
flow of supplies from overgreat progress made has been due to the eagerness of every man
burdened West Coast ports to the
to do his share as an American and as a good trade unionist to
battlefronts.
prove that the longshoremen were equal to any emergency.
MANPOWER RECRUITMENT In spite of deep seated dissatisfaction with our wages which have
The union proposal suggested
remained static in the midst of rising prices and the increased cost
that there was available manpowof living, we have stayed on the job and kept the no-strike pledge
er to handle a greatly increased
of the CIO. It has not been an easy task for many times the provovolume of shipping in Stockton.
cation has been great. Never have we lost sight of the fact that
It is believed that coordinated
at all times our big objective is winning the war and never have
planning between Army, Navy,
we let down in spite of the over enthusiastic reports of the newsmanagement and labor represenpapers that victory is accomplished.
tative would eliminate any manpower difficulties.
Common Oblectives
At present there are approxiBrings Worker Unity
mately 200 longshoremen come
A walk along the docks will show the excellent progress that has
prising about a dozen gangs in
been made in developing unity between the old timers and the newthe city. Because there halo been
comers, between the white brothers and the colored brothers. The
no steady waterfront operations,
stress and strain of wartime conditions, long hours, inadequate housmany of the men have drifted Ining, poor transportation and other difficulties do not assist any
to other operations. These ones
efforts toward better relationships. Nevertheless, in the great macould be recruited back into the
jority of the gangs the brothers are working side by side in harmony
industry in the event of expanded
and understanding, bound together by and working together for a
use of the port.
common objective.
Copies of the resolution were
As for the brothers overseas, the union keeps them informed
sent
to Congress, U.S. Secators
—U.S.
Signal
Photo
Corps
via Federated Pictures.
of activities in their own union as well as throughout the labor moveMarshal Joseph Stalin of the Soviet Union Hir am Johnson and Meriden
ment. They receive all the union publications and the small monthly
and President Roosevelt as they enjoyed a Downey, Admiral Land, General
check is a reminder to them that all their buddies at home are thinkSomerville, the Stockton Chamber
finds
overseas
his
threatboys
family
the
is
private
them.
of
If
one
chat
• ing of
during a recess in the Big 3 meeting at Yalta.
of Commerce, the Stockton Port
ened with eviction, he writes the union and the union utilizes all
Director,
CIO President Philip
Its strength to assist him and his family. If he has any other
Murray, PAC Chairman Sidney
personal problems, the union likewise stands ready and anxious to
Hillman, and ILWU President
be of aid.
"Harry Bridges.
By letter and by resolution,
Man With Hook Should
On Tuesday evening, February ing the men on the job.
James C. Shuffler, president of
Be Man With Button
27, at 8:15, there will be a special
Brother Frank Drum,
ap- Local 54 and Carl M. Tipton,
When our men went into the armed forces, every longshoreman meeting for all A.T.S. workers in pointed representative newly
of the business agent requested an early
the
waterfront
wore a union button. In order to protect the the Santa Maria room, 2nd floor, A.T.S. workers will give a talk
on
conditions of the brother in uniform, as well as the brothers at 150 Golden Gate Avenue. A corn- on the organizational program in meeting with the City Council to
home, constant effort is being made daily to see that in a very - plete report on the status of ne- general and will be assisted by discuss the problem.
Because the Stockton watershort time, the few longshoremen working steady on the army gotiations for a wage increase to Brother Mario Victor. A large
is designated by the governdocks and listed as "dock seamen" will all be members of the union. date will be made as well as a attendance is expected at this front
ment
as a "storage area" rather
This means that the man who carries the hook in his pocket is discussion of all problems affect- meeting and a number of the
than a "port" only a small part
personally taking the responsibility to see that the basic policy of
gang stewards committee are ex- of the docks are used for loading
the CIO to organize the unorganized is carried out. It will not be
peeted to be present. Come on cargo.
when
accomplished,
it will further protect the
done overnight, but
time and bring all your gang with
A War Department directive
interests of the hungreds of longshoremen in uniform when they
you.
would be required to change the
come home for good.
designation and utilize Stockton's
As long as there is a single man doing longshore work on this
SAN FRANCISCO—The Federdocks more directly in the loadbeach without being a member of our union, we are insecure, for ated Ironworkers Association of
ing of weapons and supplies for
that man represents an opening that could be widened and used Australia has congratulated the
the nation's fighting forces in
to destroy everything that we have fought so hard to gain. When ILWU for its outstanding work in
the Pacific.
that man joins the union he signifies that he is willing to work not helping to r e elect President
LONDON — The British have
only for his own personal interests, but for the interests of all the Roosevelt and defeat anti-labor devised new methods of packing Political Activity
men and in doing so, in the long run, he achieves individual as politicians.
foods saving the equivalent of the
WASHINGTON (FP) C 10
well as collective security.
The commendation which was cargo room in 75 10,000-ton ships. President Philip Murray called on
ordered by a national conference
The British Information Ser- all CIO locals early this month
of the Ironworkers came in a let- vice reported that its space-saving to -continue and expand political
ter addressed to ILWU President devices stress the use of dehy- action for coming local elections
Harry Bridges The letter also drated instead of fresh foods, and the 1046 congressional camexpressed appreciation for the such as boneless beef, "tele- paign.
LONDON—If the British and and equipping of Persian rail- courtesy shown the Association's scoped" mutton and dried eggs.
American forces can't use it the ways, ports and roads that a much General Secretary Ernie ThornGreater use of high caloric Got a Room?
Russians can.
shorter, simpler route for their ton, on his recent trip to America. foods has also cut down on shipHotel space is likely to be unOperating along these lines, supply ships was available. TurThe letter said: "Our confer- ping space, which is at a premium available for delegates to the 6th
Anglo-American forces recently key agreed to permit the use of ence delegates were deeply im- today. For instance, more oil Biennial Convention of the ILWU
turned over to Soviet shipping the Dardanelles by Allied ship- pressed by Brother Thornton's seed than corn is now sent to in San Francisco March 29 to
the newly developed Persian port ping which can now sail into the report on American trade unoins Europe. Oil seed provides more April 2. Any members who can
facilities well-suited to loading Black Sea and -unload at Con- and his tribute to Bridges' leader- calories than corn, one pound of accomodate .delegates in their
and unloading ships arriving with stanza or Odessa.
ship and the standing of the corn producing only 40 calories homes should get in touch with
supplies for the Russians from
while a similar quantity of oil the International off ic*, 604
This story of Big Three cooper- ILWU."
seed
provides 1,630 talories.
Montgomery St., Douglas 1663.
was
ation
reported recently in a
Passenger cars disappear from
Reason for this is that the AlDelegates will begin arriving
from
release
the
British
Inforthe highways at a rate of nearly
lies discovered after expending
The 1945 truck produetion pro- about March 26 and will remai4
time and money in the building mation Service.
4,060 a day.
gram calls for 669,121 trucks.
through the 2nd or 3rd of Aprilb

Stewards Aid
Sgts-At-Arms
Seat Brothers

Local54Asks
Fuller Use
Of Harbor

num In Gang
Personnel Sheets

Recess Talk

Special Meeting for ATS Dockers
To Discuss Wage Negotiations

Australian Labor
Commends ILWU

Space Saved By
Dried Foods

Soviet Shipping Utilizes Allied
Port Facilities Built in Persia
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Here is the communique issued by President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, Premier Joseph Stalin and Prime Minister Winston Churchill following their historic meeting
at Yalta:

For the past eight days, Winston Churchill, Prime
Minister of Great Britain; Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, and Marshal J.
V. Stalin, Chairman of the Council of Peoples Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, have
met with the foreign secretaries, chiefs of staff and
other advisors in the Crimea.
In addition to the three heads of government, the
following took part in the conference.
For the United States of America:
Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., Secretary of State; Fleet
Admiral William D. Leahy, USN., Chief of Staff of
the President; Justice James F. Byrnes, Director, Offic*
of War Mobilization and Reconversion; General of the
Army George C. Marshall, USA., Chief of Staff, U. S.
Army; Fleet Admiral Ernest J. King, USN., Chief
of Naval Operations and Commander-in-Chief, U. S.
Fleet; Lt. Gen. Brehon B. Somervell, Commanding General, Army Service Forces.
Vice-Admiral Emory S. Land, War Shipping Administrator; Major General L. S. Kuter, USA, Staff of
Commanding General, U. S. Army Air Forces; W.
Averell Harriman, Ambassador to the USSR; H. Freeman Matthews, Director of European Affairs, State Department; Alger Hiss, Deputy Director, Office of Special Political Affairs, Department of State; Charles E.
Bohlen, Assistant to the Secretary of State, together
with political, military and technical advisors.
For the United Kingdom:
Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs; Lord Leathers, Minister of War Transport; Sir
A. Clark Kerr, H.M. Ambassador at Moscow; Sir Alexander Cadogan, Permanent Under Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs; Sir Edward Bridges, Secretary of
the War Cabinet; Field Marshall Sir Alan Brooke, Chief
of the Imperial General Staff; Marshal of the Royal
Air Force Sir Charles Portal, Chief of the Air Staff;
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and south have been fully agreed and planned in
detail.
Our combined military plans will be made known
only as we execute them, but we believe that the very
close working partnership among the three staffs, attained at this conference will result in shortening the
war. Meeting of the three staffs will be continued in
the future whenever the need arises.
Nazi Germany is doomed. The German people will,
only make the cost of their defeat heavier to themselves by attempting to continue a hopeless resistance.

The Occupation and
Control of Germany
We have agreed on common policies and plans, for
enforcing the unconditional surrender terms which
we shall impose together on Nazi Germany after German armed resistance has been finally crushed. These
terms will not be made known until the final defeat
of Germany has been accomplished. Under the agreed
plan, the forces of the three powers will each occupy
a separate zone of Germany. Coordinated administration arid control has been provided for under the plan
through a Central Control Commission 'consisting of
the supreme commanders of the three powers with

Admiral of the Fleet Sir Andrew Cunningham, First
Sea Lord; General Sir Hastings lsmay, Chief of Staff to
the Minister of Defense, together with Field Marshal
Alexander, Supreme Allied Commander, Mediterranean Theater; Field Marshal Wilson, head of the British
Joint Staff Mission at Washington; Admiral Somerville, Joint Staff Mission at Washington, together
with military and diplomatic advisors.
For the Soviet Union:
V. IL Molotov, Peoples Commissar for Foreign Affairs of the USSR; Admiral Kuznetsov, Peoples Commissar for the Navy; Army General Antonov, Deputy
Chief of the General Staff of the Red Army; A. Y.
Vyshinski, Deputy Peoples Commissar for Foreign Affairs of the USSR; I. M. Maiski, Deputy Peoples Commissar of Foreign Affairs of the USSR; Marshal of
Aviation Khudyakov, F. T. Gusev, Ambassador in Great
Britain; A. A. Gromyko, Ambassador in USA.
The following statement is made by the Prime Minister of Great Britain, the President of the United
States of America, and the Chairman of the Council
of Peoples Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics on the results of the Crimean conference:

The Defeat of Germany.,
We have considered and determined the military
plans of the three Allied powers for the final defeat
of the common enemy. The military staffs of the
three Allied nations have met in daily meetings
throughout the conference. These meetings have been
most satisfactory from every point of view and have
resulted in closer coordination of the military effort
of the three Allies than ever before. The fullest information has been interchanged. The timing, scope
and coordination of new and even more powerful
blows to be launched by our armies and air forces
into the heart of Germany from the east, west, north
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headquarters in Berlin. It has been agreed that France
should be invited by the three powers, if she should
so desire, to take over a zone of occupation, and to
participate as a fourth member of the Control Commission. The limits of the French zone will be agreed
by the four governments concerned through their representatives on the European Advisory Commission.
ItjApour inflexible purpose to destroy German milt- tittnd Nazism and to ensure that Germany will
never again be able to disturb the peace of the world.
We are determined to disarm and disband all German
armed forces; break up for all time the German General Staff that has repeatedly contrived the resurgence
of German militarism; remove or destroy all German
military equipment; eliminate or control all German
industry that could be used for military production;
bring all war criminals to just and swift punishment
and exact reparation in kind for the destruction
wrought by the Germans; wipe out the Nazi Party, Nazi
laws, organizations and institutions, remove all Nazi
and militarist influences free, nilhlic office and from

the cultural and economic life of the German people;
and take in harmony such other measures in Germany
as may be necessary to the future peace and safety
of the world. It is not our purpose to destroy the
people of Germany, but only when Nazism and militarism have been extirpated will there be hope for a
decent life for Germans, and a place for them in the
comity of nations.

Reparation by Germany
We have considered the question of the damage
caused by Germany to the Allied nation in this war
and recognized it as just that Germany be obliged
to make compensations for this damage in kind to
the greatest extent possible. A commission for the
compensation of damage will be established. The
commission will be instructed to consider the question of the extent and methods for compensating damage caused by Germany to the Allied countries. The
commission will work in Moscow.

United Nations Conference
We are resolved upon the earliest possible establishment with our Allies of a general international
organization to maintain peace and security. We believe that this is essential, both to prevent aggression
and to remove the political, economic and social causes
of war through the close and continuing collaboration
of all peace-loving peoples.
The foundations were laid at Dumbarton Oaks. On
the important question of voting procedure, however,
agreement was not there reached. The present conference has been able to resolve this difficulty.
We have agreed that a conference of United Nations
should be called to meet at San Francisco in the
United States on April 25, 1945, to prepare the charter
of such an organi7ation, along the lines proposed in
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the Informal conversations at Dumbarton Oaks.
The Government of China and the Provisional Government of France will be immediately consulted and
invited to sponsor invitations to the conference jointly
with the Governments of the United States, Great
Britain and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
As soon as the consultation with China and France has
been completed, the text of the proposals on voting
procedure will be made public.

Declaration on Liberated
Europe
The Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, and
the President of the United States of America have
consulted with each other in the common interests of
the peoples of their countries and those of liberated
Europe. They jointly declare their mutual agreement
to concert during the temporary period of instability
in liberated Europe the policies of their three Governments in assisting the peoples liberated from the domination of Nazi Germany and the peoples of the former
Axis satellite states of Europe to solve by democratic
means their pressing political and economic problems.
The establishment of order in Europe and the rebuilding of national economic life must be achieved
by processes which will enable the liberated peoples
to destroy the last vestiges of Nazism and Fascism and
to create democratic institutions of their own choice.
This is a principle of the Atlantic Charter—the right
of all peoples to choose the form of government under
which they will live — the restoration of sovereign
rights and self-government to those peoples who have
been forcibly deprived of them by the aggressor nations.
To foster the conditions in which the liberated
peoples may exercise these rights, the three governments will jointly assist the people in any European
liberated state or former Axis satellite state in Europe
where in their judgment conditions require:
(a) To establish conditions of internal peace;
(b) to carry out emergency measures for the relief
of distressed peoples;
(o) to form interim Governmental autllorities broadly representative of all democratic elements in the
population and pledged to the earliest possible establishment through free elections of governments responsive to the will of the people;
(d) to facilitate where necessary the holding of
such elections.
The three Governments will consult the other
United Nations and provisional authorities or other
Governments in Europe when matters of direct interest to them are under consideration.
When, in the opinion of the three Governments,
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instance In Moscow with members of the present provisional Government and with other Polish democratic
leaders from within Poland and from abroad with a
view to the reorganization of the present Government
along the above lines. This Polish Provisional Government of National Unity shall be pledged to the holding of free and unfettered elections as soon as possible on the basis of universal suffrage and secret ballot. In these elections all democratic and anti-Nazi
parties shall have the right to take part and to put
forward candidates.
When a Polish Provisional Government of National
Unity has been properly formed in conformity with
the above, the Government of the USSR, which now
maintains diplomatic relations with the present Provisional Government of Poland, and the Government
of. the United Kingdom and the Government of the
U. S. A. will establish diplomatic relations with the
new Polish Provisional Government of National Unity,
and will exchange ambassadors by whose report the
respective Governments will be kept informed about
the situation in Poland.
The three heads of government consider that the
eastern frontier of Poland should follow the Curzon
Line with digressions from it in some regions of five
to eight kilometers in favor of Poland. They recognize
that Poland must receive substantial accessions of territory in the North and West. They feel that the opinion of the new Polish Provisional Government of National Unity should be sought in due course on the extent of these accessions, and that the final delimitation of the western frontier of Poland should thereafter await the peace conference.
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secretaries, separate meeting of the three foreign
secretaries and their advisors have also been held
daily.
These meetings have proved of the utmost value
and the conference agreed that permanent machinery
should be set up for regular consultation between the
three foreign secretaries. They will, therefore, meet
as often as may be necessary, probably about every
three or four months. These meetings will be held
in rotation in the three capitals, the first meeting
being held in London, after the United Nations conference on world oiganization.
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Unity for Peace
As for War

Yugoslavia
We have agreed to recommend to Marshal Tito
and Dr. Subasich that the agreement between them
should be put into effect immediately, and that a new
Government should be formed on the basis of that
agreement.
We also recommend that as soon as the new Government has been formed it should declare that:
(I) The Anti-Fascist Assembly of National Liberation (AVNOJ) should be extended to include members
of the last Yugoslav Parliament (Skupschina) who have
not compromised themselves by collaboration with the
enemy, thus forming a body to be known as a temporary parliament; and,
(2) Legislative acts passed by the Anti-Fascist Assembly of National:Liberation will be subject to subsequent ratification by a constituent assembly.
There was also a general review of other Balkan
questions.

Our meeting here in the Crimea has reaffirmed our
common determination to maintain and strengthen in
the peace to come that unity of purpose and of action which has made victory possible and certain for
the United Nations in this war. We believe that this
Is a sacred obligation which our governments owe to
our peoples and to all the peoples of the world.
Only with the continuing and growing cooperation
and understanding among our three _countries and
among all the peace-loving nations can the highest
aspirations of humanity be realized—a secure and lasting peace which will in the words of the Atlantic
Charter, "afford assurance that all the men in all the
lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear
and want."
Victory in this war and establishment of the proposed international organization will provide the greatest opportunity in all history to create in the years
to come the essential conditions of such a peace.
411
Signed):'
WINSTON S. CHURCHILL,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
J. STALIN.

Meetings of Foreign
Secretaries
Throughout the conference, besides the daily meetings of the heads of governments and the foreign
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conditions in any European liberated state or any
former Axis satellite state in Europe make such action
necessary, they will immediately consult together on
the measures necessary to discharge the joint responsibilities set forth in this declaration.
By this declaration we reaffirm our faith in the
principles of the Atlantic Charter, our pledge in the
declaration by the United Nations, and our determination to build in cooperation with other peace loving
nations world order under law, dedicated to peace,
security, freedom and general well-being of all* mankind.
In issuing this declaration, the three powers express the hope that the Provisional Government of the
French Republic may be associated with them in the
Procedure suggested.
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Poland
A new situation has been created in Poland as a
result of her complete liberation by the Red Army.
This calls for the establishment of a Polish Provisional
Government which can be more broadly based than
was possible before the recent liberation of western
Poland. The provisional government which is now
functioning in Poland should therefore be reorganized
on a broader democratic basis, with the inclusion of
democratic leaders from Poland itself and from Poles
abroad. This new Government should then be called
the Polish Provisional Government of National Unity.
M. Molotov, Mr. Harriman and Sir A. Clark Kerr
authorized as a commission to consult in the first
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Here is the Dumbarton Oaks proposed set-up which representatives of the United Nations will discuss when
they meet to draw up a charter for world organization at San Francisco beginning April 25.
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NewWorld Labor Organization Formed as London Conference Ends
(Continued from Page 1)
ground that it was a "dual" movement. The rest of labor of the
world refused in its turn to be
Impressed by this dog-in-themanger attitude. The net result:
if the AFL clings to its position,
means that the once great body
of American labor will exclude
itself and its millions of members
from voice in the shape of the
world of the future.
There was unanimous support
for the committee report which
proposed the new organization
mad very little discusion since
most of the controversies regarding it had been disposed of before
the committee deliberated. The
final report represented a victory
for the leadership of Sidney Hillman, who held out for a workable, effective organization.
Thomas was one of three presidents of the conference, along
with George Isaacs of Great Britain and Vassily Kuznetsov of the
Soviet Union.
Three vice-presidents were
President Vicente Lombardo Toledano of the Confederation of
Latin American Workers, Secretary Louis Saillant of the French
Confederation of Labor and Chu
Hsueh-fan of the Chinese Association of Labor.
COMMITTEE NAMED
The committee charged with
the task of drawing up a constitution and establishing permanent organization is made up of
three representatives of labor of
the United Kingdom, three from
the United States, three from
Russia, three from France, three
from Latin America, two from
the old International, two from
the British Colonial Empire and
one from each of the following:
Canada, Australia, India, China,
Belgium, The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland,
Ireland, Switzerland, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Italy and Spain.
On the committee which drew
up the proposal were Hillman,
Sir Walter Citrine, Soviet Delegate M. Tarasov, Australian Delegate Ernie Thornton, French
Delegate Benoit Fanchon, Chinese
Delegate H. T. Liu, Czech Delegate Josef Kosina, B. Goodwin
of North Rhodesia, Secretary
Walter Schevenels of the IFTU,
President Vicente Lombardo Toledano of the Confederation of
Latin American Workers, Indian
Delegate S. A. Dange, Canadian
Delegate Pat Sullivan, A. Crichlow of British Guiana, J. Oldenbrook of the International Transport Workers Federation, plus a
representative of the International Confederation of Christian
Unions.
AFL LEADERS ASSAILED
Toledano, speaking for the Confederation of Latin American
Workers and the Confederation
of Mexican Workers, laid the responsibility for realizing the
workers' desire for union unity
at the feet of their union leaders.
Supporting the Hillman plan, Toledano said Citrine's proposal to
Include two IFTU representatives
on the suggested provisional committee "poses a dilemma for the
conference to solve."
"How can we include representatives of an organization—the
AFL—whose responsible leaders
repeatedly and publicly declared
they would walk out instantly if
the IFTU takes in other groups,"
he said, referring to the USSR
and the CIO. "If we want the
AFL in, let the present conference extend an invitation to the
AFL and if they accept we will
know what to do."
In measured, stinging terms,
Toledano denounced the present
All top leadership as the most
disruptive force in . American
union activities. "We have documentary proof of this and will be
glad to produce it here if request.
ad," he said, apparently referring
to AFL Secretary • Treasurer
George Meany's recent trip to
Mexico.
"If the AFL continues it will be
at the cost of the new world organization," he said. "If the latter
Is set up, it will be at the cost of
the IFTU—if we try to maintain
both, there will be -conflict."
Reports from the United States

full of dire predictions that the
conference was heading for the
rocks were greeted here with
smiles, shrugs and raised eyebrows. Even if the BEUC delegates had wanted to walk out of
the conference—and there is no
indication that they did—the
world situation simply would not
have permitted such a step.
A plan put forth by Citrine was
considered by observers as a substantial concession to demands by
the U. S., Soviet, Latin American
and other delegates for immediate formation of a bonafide international labor organization. Main
weakness of his proposals was
considered the inadequate representation he would allow liberated Europe on the provisional
committee—one instead of three
or more delegates.
Citrine was apparently seeking
time in which to persuade the
AFL to join art organization
which includes the CIO and Russian unions. Observers also believe that in trying to delay concrete proposals and decisions until the war ends in Europe, he
hoped to defer strong world pressure on policy in the newly liberated areas.
HILLMAN FOR SPEED
Hillman stated that the international labor movement "is
united in its determination to
take its rightful place in world
affairs, to mobilize its forces on
the side of victory, peace and
progress, to defend and protect
the interests of the working people." Labor was not represented
at Bretton Woods, Dumbarton
Oaks or at other post-war planning parleys, he added, because
there is no one to speak for labor at an international level. Declaring that there is no alternative "but here and now to organize ourselves" for the attainment
of labor's objectives, Hillman outlined the following five-point
point program on behalf of the
CIO:
I) the creation of a new world
labor organization subject to the
earliest possible ratification by
the national unions represented
at the conference; 2)designation
of a conference committee representing the conference's
composition to act as a continuations committee pending ratification by a sufficient number of
organizations, after which it will
become the provisional executive
committee of the new organization;
3) the committee shall be empowered to take all steps necessary to implement and execute
conference decisions and declarations, to arange to summon a
constitutional convention of the
new organizations and to prepare
a draft constitution; 4) the constitutional convention should be
held at the earliest possible date,
and include such additional trade
union organizations as the continuations committee may designate; 5) the purpose of the constitutional convention should be
to elect permanent officers and
transact other appropriate business.
OVATION GIVEN
A tremendous ovation greeted
Hillman's declaration that "these
proposals will permit us to pro-

Soviet Cowvention
Manners Were Tops
LONDON (FP)—The discipline of the 35 Soviet delegates
to the World Trade Union
Conference amazed American
reporters, who are used to U.S.
labor conventions. The Soviet
unionists were invariably on
time, listening attentively and
taking notes.
Seven of the Russian delegates were women, all married,
all alertly following every
word whether in their own
language or not. The delegation also brought a staff of
nine interpreters and advisors, including six women. One
woman was so good she translated French and English into
Russian for the Soviet delegation and also English into
French, helping the other delegates.

---OWI Radio Photo via Federated Pictures,

Hillman in London lost no time in calling
Sidney
for
a World Labor organization to replace the
moribund International Federation of Trade Unions. He is shown
here with Sir Walter Citrine of British Trades Union Congress.

In London

coed without further delay, hesitation or equivocation to establish a powerful international labor organization which will be
able to speak and act authoritatively on behalf of the workers
and common men and women of
the world." He expressed the conviction that the new organization
"will reserve a place in its councils for the AFL and I am not
without hope that the AFL leaders will reverse their decisions,
as they have on so many previous occasions when the times
finally proved—even to their satis'inpion—that their position is
untenable."
A demonstration of British
workers in London's Coliseum
was addressed by R. J. Thomas,
Vasili Kuznetzov of the USSR and
Louis Saillant of France. Thomas stressed that if economic
standards of all peoples of the
world are not raised, "we are
bound to sink to the level of
those at the bottom." He added
that "if all the members of my
union could come to London to
see what the Germans have done,
there would be no question that
we must have unconditional surrender." Saillant was heartily applauded when he announced that
"we hope soon to have a meeting in Paris with the CIO representatives."
OTHER QUESTIONS
While the conference unanimously endorsed the recommendation of the standing orders committee that the trade unions of
former enemy nations be invited
and that voting procedure be
adopted, it was decided that the
trade unions of the Polish government in Warsaw would not be
admitted. This decision was made
after Ernie Thornton of Australia
reported that the British views
had created a "deadlock" and that
further discussion "could only
prove harmful to world trade
union unity." The guerrilla trade
unions of North China applied
for admission, but were refused,
although Chu Hseuh-fan, leader
of the delegation of the Chinese
Association of Labor, stated that
he would have agreed to a united
delegation.
Other questions discussed by
delegates included the demand of
the Jamaican Trade Union Council that "imperial powers should
be asked to give a definate pledge
that the colonial peoples should
be given self-determination as
soon as possible:" a recommendation by the Chinese delegation that the Emperor of Japan
be brought to trial as a war criminal; and a condemnation of "the
dictatorship of Argentina" offered by the Confederation of
Latin American Workers.
AGREE ON GERMANY '
Complete disarmament of Germany as part of stern Allied policy.toward that nation was urged
by British and Soviet leaders.
Giving delegates a, lengthy, detailed analysis, Citrine called for

the complete defeat, disarmament
and demilitarization of Germany.
He demanded that the German
war leaders be brought to justice
for their crimes against the peoples of Europe and insisted that
all stolen property be restorcd
and reparations made in service's,
goods and money even though it
might involve Alied control of
German economy for years and
even generations to come.
Before the German working
class can be readmitted into the
world labor movement, he
warned, "the German people
must tread the path of repentance
and atonement leading to the establishment of a democratic way
of life in Germany . . . under
which a strongly organized independent trade union movement
wil come into existence."
Citrine's proposals for a hard
peace were warmly seconded by
Soviet Delegate M. P. Tarasov,
who outlined to delegates the
complete postwar plan presented
to them.
TOLEDANO SPEAKS
"The Allies in all liberated
countries must concentrate mainly on the eradication of all yestages of fascism, the rehabilitation, restoration and strengthening of democracy under the leadership of democratic governments
elected by the people," Tarasov
said.
Warning that fascism "is not
the prerogative of the German
nation alone, Toledano pointed
out that fascist regimes exist in
Argentina, Spain and Portugal
and asserted: "It is useless to
punish Germany and allow the
other fascist regimes to remain."
While voicing support of the Cit.
rine proposals, S. A. flange, president of the All - India Trades
Union Congress, criticized the
fact that they did not specify
the role that trade unions should
play inside the various democratic countries.
Most dramatic moment of the
conference came February 8
when Co-President Thomas pulled
harmony out of what threatened
to become a bitter controversy.
Taking the floor shortly after
he arived at the conference
Thomas spoke powerfully for harmony in an emotion-choked voice
and won unanimous acceptance of
a unity formula he devised, namely acceptance of the entire controversial standing orders committee report on the method of
voting except for reference back
to the committee of two disputed
points:
1. The question of inviting to
the conference delegates of former enemy nations.
2. The question of inviting a
labor representative from liberated Poland under the Lublin
governnient.
FRENCH REPLY
Citrine had challenged the recommended voting procedure, although he had agreed during a
preliminary meeting to the prin-

ciple of one vote per delegation
when it was deemed necessary.
At the preliminary meeting, Kuzneztov„ with the support of CIO
delegates, had argued: "We must
adopt some resolutions. How else
will we show the trade unions of
the world what the opinions of
the conference were?" At the
conference, Citrine asserted:
"Here is a conference we told
the world was consultative and
advisory only, not a conference
where decisions would be reached
by voting. How can you generate
trade union unity by majority
votes? If it is intended to implement this conference by voting, the TUC may have to reconsider our attitude towards
future conferences." Citrine also
expressed a fear about the size
of the Soviet delegation and its
potential voting power if a popular vote were taken, asserting:
"The Soviet unions would not
claim they were equal in importance to the rest of the conference.
Replying to Citrine, Saillant,
head of the French delegation,
stated: "I don't know whether it
Is implied that the Russians will
vote against the interests of the
working classes, but I might say
that the existence of a large Russian army has been most helpful
recently and it is conceivable that
the large Russian delegation here
might be of some help."
135 DELEGATES
Thomas' unity plan was adopted unanimously. U. S., Soviet,
French, Canadian, Chinese and
Australian delegates supported
the committee's report completely.
The credentials committee reported acceptance of credentials
of 135 delegates from 40 nations,
including all of the Nnited Nations except those which were
represented by observers rather
than delegates.
President Reid Robinson of the
International Union of Mine, Mill
& Smelter Workers greeted the
delegates as a pinch-hitter for
Hillman who had still not arrived
at the conference.
Robinson said: "We are certain
that essential unity of the United
Nations can be retained only if
there is at the heart of it a hard,
unbreakable core of international
union solidarity.
"Organized labor unity, whose
form we are forging here, must
anchor our united nations together after as well as before victory
on the battlefield. Organized
workers are better able than most
to realize that unity must be
strong enough to survive day-today misunderstandings, disappointments and grievances.
"We must act here on behalf
of our union brothers and sisters
in arms. They will expect us to
succeed. The best tribute we can
give them here is to lay aside
prejudices and timidities so we
may emerge from these sessions
bearing to our organizations
sound, workable plans for a new
international union organization.
TRIBUTE TO HILLMAN
In his call for world labor
unity, Robinson paid tribute to
Hillman, whose "record of trade
union progressiveness Is a matter
of world history." Discussing the
CIO's "successful campaign" for
the reelection of President Roosevelt, he said:
"You may be assured the CIO
has not finished its political services. It is joining millions of
other Americans in working to
ratify the appointment of another
great leader and friend of the
common people, Henry A. Wallace. We will not rest until he
sits securely in his office where
he can realize his goal of 60 million jobs and worldwide good
neighborly relations."

Tractor Workers Win
$1 Millon Back Pay
PEORIA (FP)----Workers at the
Caterpillar Tractor Co., under
contract with Local 105, United
Farm Equipment & Metal Workers (CIO), won $1 million in back
pay and $750,000 in annual increases in a National War Labor
award for night shift premiums
and correction of intra-plant inequities. The awards were made
retroactive to September 22;1943.
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Job Classifications
Set at Rathborne

Company Union that Wasn't There
Steals Credit for CIO-Won Rakes

CHICAGO-Local 208 scored a
gain last week in the signing of
* contract with Rathborne, Hair
& Ridgway Company for single
rates of pay for each job classification. Previously this company
had had a random rate structure.
The effect of this was that
every man had a different rate
of pay. With the institution of
the new wage schedule every
worker will get a minimum of 2
cents an hour wage increase, with
some getting as high as 15 cents
an hour wage increase in order
to equalize the rates of pay for
each job in the plant.
A Form 10 will be filed with
the Regional War Labor Board
for approval of this new wage
agreement. The members of the
Negotiating Committee were Walter Talkowski, Tom Collins and
George Henry,

Union, which every one knows
takes orders from Weir, who's
been fighting the CIO for a long,
long time.
The Yehudi campaign was begun spontaneously by the empidyees when the company union
announced that it was responsible
for the wage increases and other
benefits recently awarded workers by the National War Labor
Board.
It wasn't the stooge outfit but
the CIO which won these benefits
and the WLB lost no time in issuing government documents to
prove it. So pictures of headless
CHICAGO-A new course in men,"invisible men and shadows
labor legislation is being offered wearing tails printed "The little
by the Abraham Lincoln School, union," carrying signs "I wasn't
30 West Washington Street, there," are being passed around
Chicago.
the plant and workers are telling
The course is divided into four each other: "Don't look now-but
lectures and discussions dealing I think I see Yehudi."
in general with taxation, education, health and social insurance
laws and such specific labor legislation as the state wage and hour
law. The classes will be conducted by members of the NaCHICAGO - Negotiations betional- Lawyers Guild, under the tween Continental Products, Inc.,
direction of Robert C. Tavis, vice and Local 208 were concluded
president of the Illinois State In- February 5 and a contract signed
dustrial Union Council, and El- -for 1945. The new contract promer Gertz, president, Chicago vides for wage increases ranging
National Lawyers Guild.
from 2/
1
2 to 10 cents an hour.
Classes began February 19.
The new wage rates are subThey will meet on four consecu- ject to War Labor Board aptive Monday nights at 8 o'clock.
proval and if approved will be
retroactive to January 29, 1945.
The negotiating committee for
the union consisted of Elizabeth
Bass, Edyth Brown and Adolf
Michaelis. The committee was
CHICAGO-A new rate range assisted by Bernard Lucas, presiestablished
of 75 to 95 cents was
dent of Local 208, and Paul
for head stockmen at Goldblatt Chown, ILWU regional director.
Brothers warehouse in negotiations just concluded.
The company agreed to count
holidays as time worked in computing overtime. It was also
agreed to write into the contract
CHICAGO-Negotiations with
certain benefits that had been the Arrco Playing Card Company
agreed to by the union and the recently concluded resulted in
company or had been a company- company approval of a 3-cent genwide policy.
eral increase for the majority of
A provision to reopen on wages the workers in the plant and for
was made providing any changes check-off of union dues.
were made in the Regional or NaMembers of the Local 208
tional War Labor Board's wage negotiating committe e, Mary
policies.
Duga, Olga Santi and Josephine
Ozark, were assisted in their nee
gotiations by Regional Director
Paul Chown and International
Representative T. Runyon.
Form 10 is being prepared for
DALLAS-Spurring the drive submission to the War Labor
to qualify all eligible voters, Board on the wage increase.
ILWU shop stewards in all Dallas
plants acted as deputized poll Two ILWU Leaders
tax collectors in the registration
campaign which ended January Join City Planning
DALLAS-Regional Director
31.
Along with other sections of or-. Howard Goddard a n d Internaganized labor, the ILWU legisla- tional Representative Don Vestal
tive program alms to squelch such were unanimously selected labor
anti-union bills as the closed shop representatives for two of the 14
ban before the state legislature Mayor's committees formed here
and to work for the reinstatement to work on city planning, at a
of Homer P. Rainey, ousted presi- special executive board session of
the CIO Dallas-Tarrant County
dent of the University of Texas.
Industrial Union Council,
WEIRTON, W. Va. (FP)-A
Yehudi campaign is sweeping
through the great open shop empire of Weirton Steel, burning
the ears of Dictator Ernest T.
Weir and making.. United Steelworkers (CIO) membership soar
to new heights.
Who is Yehudi? Ile'p the "little union that wasn't there"the new slogan the men here have
for the Weirton Independent

Labor Legislation
Taught in Chicago

Continental Unit
Wins Pay Raises

The 1945 production schedule
calls for 6,000 more tanks than
were turned out in 1944.

3200 Hawaiian Sugar Workers
To Vote on ILWU Representation
111LO, Hawaii-A milestone in
the intensive ILWU organizing
campaign on the Big Island of
Hawaii will be reached beginning
February 24 when approximately
3,200 workers employed in 12
sugar plants will vote in separate
NLRB-sponsored elections on representation by the 1LWU.
Elections will be conducted by
A. L. Wills, head of the NLRB
Regional office. Representatives
of the union in charge of last
minute preparations for the elections are Bert Nakano, Hawaii
ILWU Council Secretary and
Frank E. Thompson, ILWU International Representative.
The NLRB has ordered that the
elections in each plantationowned sugar mill be divided into
two units. One unit will constitute all mill, maintenance and
transportation workers; the otter
unit will be composed of store
clerks, camp cleaners and general
service employes.
In all but two of the elections,
workers will chose between the
ILWU and no union. In only the
Honokoaa and Laupahoehoe sugar
mill voting, will the AFL be represented .on the ballot.
VOTING SCHEDULE
The schedule of the 12 elections is as follows:
1. Close to 600 workers at the
Olaa Sugar Company will vote
on representation by ILWU Local
148, Saturday, February 24.
2. More than 225 workers at
the Hilo Sugar Company will
vote on representation by ILWU
Local 142-2, Monday, February 26.
3. Close to 250 workers at the
Onomea Sugar Mills will vote on
representation by ILWU Local
142-4, Monday, February 26.
4. Approximately 200 workers
at the Pepeekeo sugar mills will
vote on representation by ILWU
Local 142-1, Tuesday, February
27.
5. Approximately 225 workers
at the Laupahoehoe Sugar Company will vote on representation
by ILWU Local 143-5, Tuesday,
February 25.
6. At least 125 workers at Kaiwiki Sugar Company will vote on
representation by Local 143-2,
Wednesday, February 28.
7. Nearly 175 workers at Hamakua Sugar Company will vote on
representation by Local 143-1,
Thursday, March 1.
8. Over 250 workers at HonoKan Sugav Company will vote on
representation by Local 143-4,
Friday, March 2.
9. Close to 150 workers at Paau.
hau Sugar Company will vote on
representation by Local 143-3,
Friday, March 2.
10. Over 425 workers at Kol'a'a Sugar Company will vote on

representation by ILWU Local
147, Saturday, March 3.
11. Over 330 workers at Hawaiian Agricultural Company will
vote' on representation by Local
141-1, Monday, March 6.
12. Over 200 workers at the
Hutchinson Sugar Company will
vote on representation by Local
141-2, Tuesday, March 6.
MAUI ELECTIONS HELD
Earlier than the sugar mill
elections was the voting at the
East Maui Irrigation Company on
Maui for some 40 employes, held
February 19. (Results had not
been received when the Dispatcher went to press.)
In addition to these elections,
NLRB has ordered balloting to

proceed within 60 days from February 11 at three pineapple canneries on Maui. More than 200
workers are organized in each of
these three units under Local 144.
They are employed by the Maui
Pineapple Company at Kahului;
Libby McNiel and Libby at Kulaha; and Baldwin Packers at
Lahaina.
The NLRB is also expected to
order elections at four large sugar
company mills on Maui within
the next 60 days. About 2,000
workers are employed by the
Maui Agricultural Company at
Pais; Hawaiian Commercial and
Sugar Company at Puunene; Wailuku Sugar Company at Wailuku;
and Pioneer Mill at Lahaina.

Editors Suggest New Dies
Committee investigate Dies
WASHINGTON (FP)-Editors
of labor papers from coast to
coast have some strong ideas of
what is unAmerican and what the
new House committee on unAmerican activities should investigate.
Taking a cue from Representative Karl E. Mundt (R, S.D.) who
Is polling 100 "friends and enemies" of the old Dies committee
on the issue, Federated Press cir-

:
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culated a questionaire among
some 366 labor tapers,
The replies, still coming in,
showed that the top choice for a
federal investigation of thorough
proportions is the Christian American Association, an organization
headed by Vance Muse of Houston Texas The Christian American Asociation is sponsoring antilabor laws in various state legislatures and is enthusiastically
backed by Senator W. Lee 0'Daniel of Texas.
For second place, the editors
were tied on the question of international cartels and the HearstPatterson-McCormick axis.
As summarized by Federated
Press, here are some of the replies:
Editor Leslie R. Hurt, the

Unionist, Austin, Minn.: "Any
activities which deprive our people of the right to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness are unAmerican. . . The committee
should concentrate its attention
on bringing to justice fascist elements, alien and native-born, who
would destroy freedom in the
U.S."
Editor John 0. Kykyri, Minnesota Labor, Minneapolis: "Activities which tend to break down
or destroy national unity are definitely unAmerican. Individuals
and organizations carrying on
campaigns to promote religious
and racial hatreds fall into this
category and merit investigation."
Editor Morris Watson, The Dispatcher, San Francisco: "The
constant belittling of our war
effort and slandering of our allies
by Hearst, McCormick, Patterson
and Roy Howard,"
Labor Advocate, El Paso: "If
the new committee proposes to
follow in the footsteps of the old
Dies committee, we would suggest that begin by investigating
itself."
VENOMOUS PUBLICATIONS
Editor Harvey O'Connor, International Oil Worker, Fort Worth:
"Activities of Upton Close and his
reputed connections with Japanese government."
Voice of Labor, Scottsbluff,
Neb.: "The forces that make it
possible for scores of venomous
publications still to exist, spreading racial and religious hatred,
spouting the doebbels line and
doing their straight-from Berlin
Jobs."
Editor H. F. Petty, Kentucky
Labor News, Louisville: "Hoarding of labor in cost-plus plants.
Military taking over operation of
civilian plants."

New Rates Set at
Goldblatt Bros.

Arrco Wage Hike
Agreed To by Co.

Dallas Stewards
Register Voters

Nu-Deal Box Agrees
To General Increase
CHICAGO-Local 208 has completed negotiations with the NuDeal Paper Box Company. A 2cent general increase for all the
workers in the plant was agreed
upon by the Company. The Company also agreed to include an
anti-discrimination clause in the
contract. International Representative Florence L. Atkinson
conducted the negotiations. The
Form 10 covering the wage increase has been filed with the
Sixth Regional War Labor Board.

Mexican Pro-fascists
Plot for Elections
MEXICO CITY (ALN)-Mexico's pro-fascist National Action
party (PAN) reelected as leader
Gomez Morin and announced a
campaign to prepare the civic
conscience for next year's presidential election. The PAN warned
that Allied victory has "farreaching consequences" and that
Mexico faces "a grave crisis," but
did not indicate the party's political strategy.

Kates Gets Labor.
Management Committee
CHICAGO-A Labor-Management Committee has been established at the Kurly Kate Corporation. Members of the ILWU Local
208's Committee are Jewell Mullen, Amanda Neal and Bessie
Johnson.

Trick FEPC Bill
Introduced by Taft
WASHINGTON (FP)-Senator
Robert A. Taft (R., 0.) has introduced a tricky FEPC bill
which might stymie Administration-supported legislation' to set
up a permanent, enforceable
agency banning discrimination in
employment.
Taft's measure provides for a
voluntary FEPC poirmitted to investigate alleged discrimination,
Measures to estaltilsh a permanent anti-discrimination agency
have been introduced in h
House and Senate with debate on
House FEPC legislation scheduled to hit the floor this montla,„
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NEWS Fit
Sun Emitting • Oildend • Stockton •Petaluma Sun Jose • Crockett
Health Law
City Pension
Would Mean
Granted to
Wage Hike
'37 Striker
OA K LAND—A retirement pension was won for Local 6 member
Albert Paul by ILWU attorneys
in a writ of mandamus case
against the city of Oakland.
Approximately 15 other warehousemen and ship clerks, members of Local 34, will be affected
by the declaim
Paul, who bad worked for the
city for 11 years, was informed
by the city attorney that he was
not eligible for a pension since
kit continuous service had been
briskest by a 90-day labor dispute
1938-31 and 12 days in 1939.
The case was taken to court by
/LWU attorneys Goldstein, Grossman. Sawyer and Edises. Judge
Quinn of the Superior Court held
that the time out during the labor
dispute did not constitute a break
in continuous service. Following
Quinn's decision, the Pension
Board agreed to grant Paul his
pension.

SAN FRANCISCO A state
health insurance law would mean
a wage increase of over $100 a
year for over 40 per cent of Local
6 members.
A random survey of 50 warehouse workers last fortnight
showed that over 40 per cent of
the workers had spent $100 or
more during the last year on
medical and dental expenses for
thernselves and their families.
One member spent as much as
$1000 during a year when he was
confined to the hospktal for nine
months.
The survey showed that most
of the expenses were inourred
within a relatively short period
of time. One worker spent $130
in one week when his child was
in the hospital with pneumonia.
Another spent $103 on dental expenses for himself within one
month. Another spent $250 to
$350 on expenses incidental to
birth of a child.
A compulsory pre-paid health
insurance law in California would,
in most cases, take care of these
unexpected expenses. It would
amount ,to a corresponding wage
increase for these workers.
Distribution of expenses reported by the 50 members interviewed was as follows
Persons
Medical Expenses
Interfor the Past Year
viewed
$0
Under $50
11 Between $50 and $100
6
Between $100 and $150
4
Between $150 and $200
4
Between $200 and $250
4
Between $250 and $300 ..........6
$300 and over
3

Approximately 1,509,0410 more
passenger cars will break down
during the year.

Local 6 Members Bespeak Labor's
Part in United Nation's Conference
SAN FRANCISCO—Announcement that the United Nations
conference to consider and prepare a charter for a world security organization will be held
In San Francisco April 25 has resulted in much comment among
Local 6 members on prospects for
permanent world peace.
The following answers were
given by Local 6 members last
fortnight who were asked what
they hoped and expected would
result from the conference:
SAM SERISSI—Merchants Ice,
San Francisco: "I am confident
that from this conference will
come the platform and the organization necessary to provide
peace for all time. This is an
ara in which the common man,
Who doesn't want war, will have
more to say.
"As long as the people have a
say, and they will be having a
greater say all over the world,
we won't have war.
"It will be necessary, though, to
eliminate the powers of certain
economic interests. The Senate
will have to ratify such a plan
because the people want it. If
the people all feel like I do,
they'll do everything in their
power and exercise all their faculties to insure that from this conference comes the machinery to
prevent another war."
STEVE BISIG — National Ice,
San Francisco: "I would like to
see something like a United
States of the world come from
this conference. I should also
like to see the people have a
voice in it.
-There will be difficulties, of
course, in this conference. England will have to modify and

adopt more progressive ideas
about her colonies_ The Balkans
may continue to be the powder
keg of Europe_
"But the majority of the people, just as in the United States,
want peace and are now willing
to work and fight to get it."
Bisig was born in Switzerland
and has visited every country in
Europe. He also attended school
in Germany, France and Switzerland.
He has hope that after this war
Germany will become a democracy and take her place in "the
community of nations."
JACK SCAHILL, Stockton Dispatcher: "On the basis of what
has already been accomplished by
the Big Three, things look pretty
good for accomplishment of the
groundwork for permanent peace.
"It will be necessary in the
United States, however, for the
Senate to ratify whatever comes
from the conference.
'Political action is the one
weapon we have to protect our
.interests as people and to insure
world peace. We should start
now to wield it for this purpose."
SLIM MURRAY—Albert Milling, Oakland: "Our whole existence is at stake in the decisions
to come from this conference—
not only as labor but as the
people.
"This conference will determine whether lasting peace, prosperity and Security far and beyond our times will be possible.
"The people as a whole will
have to make their desires known
to the Senate when the matter
cornea there for consideration.
But labor will have to take the
responsibility of getting the rest

March Meeting Schedule—San Francisco-Oakland
San Francisco:
General Membership Meeting—March 7, 8 p.m.—Civic Auditorium.
Grievance Committee—March 13, 8 p.m.-519 Mission Street.
Executive klaticus—March 21, 8 p.m.-519 Mission Street.
Grievance Committee—March 27, 8 p.m.-519 gisidon Street.
General Executive Board—March 28, 8 p.m.-519 Mission
street.
Oakland:
Executive Council—March 1, & p.m.-158 Grand Avenue.
General Membership Meeting—March 8, 8 p.m—Auditorium.
Educational Meeting—March 9, 9 a.m.-160 Grand Avenue.
Grievance Committee—March 13, ft p.m.-158 Grand Avenue.
Hayward Membership—March 13,8 p.m.—Dania Hall, Hayward.
Grievance Committee—March 27, 8 p.m.-158 Grand Avenue.
New Members' Meeting—Every Tuesday, 8 p.m.—California
Labor School, Oakland.

of the community to take this
action."
GEORGE CANETE—Paraffhie
Company, Oakland: "What I want
to see from this conference is
the elimination of fascism all
ever the world. And we should
not forget Butcher Franco, or
fascism in Argentina.
"World labor delegates should
be represented here because they
know what the majority of the
people want.
"PAC should organize right
now for the job of getting senatorial ratification."
OTTO REUrE—Ensenal Terniinals, Oakland: "At stake in this
conference is world peace, happiness and prosperity. I hope the
conference will lay the groundwork for a world organization, set
up the military force necessary
to insure peace and try to raise
the standards of all working people all over the world.
"It is the responsibility of the
people all over the world to make
sure that there are no more wars.
We owe this to the men now
fighting in Europe and in the Pacific and to ourselves and our
children. We must see that wars
never happen again."
CHARLES BUBIC —Pool e's,
Hayward:"The conference should
provide for permanent peace. It
should work for an increasingly
rising standard of living for workers all over the world. There
should be labor representation.
"Labor will have to take the
responsibility after the conference to see that the United States
Senate ratifies the plans, since
labor will be the most affected
by avoidance of another war."

One Out of 10 U.S.
Employes Are Negroes
WASHINGTON (FP) — Chairman Malcolm Ross of the President's Fair Employment Practice
Commission reported February 20
that almost one out of every 10
US employes is a Negro.
Reporting on in trEPC survey
of federal employment as of
March 31, 1944, Ross said figures
from 57 government agencies and.
departments showed 273,971 Negroes employed.
Definite gains are noted for
Negro workers in clerical, administrative and fiscal work, especially in headquarters offices
In Washington.

The Sailors Like
Letters from Home

—U. S. Navy photos.

Aug ust
Survivor calco,

Manissurvivor

of the USS Gambier Bay, baby
carrier which went down fighting
in the second battle of the Phil.
ippines, is currently telling war
workers what it feels like to face
big Japanese guns aboard the
Thin-skinned baby flat top. Maniscalo, a Local 6 member, was
the ship's cook first class. He
manned a five-inch gun during
the baffle. He is pictured above
with a flat top of the type which
was sunk in the engagement.

SAN FRANCISCO—"A letter can do more good than a
highball," wrote Seaman Walter T. O'Toole in a letter received by the union last week.
O'Toole said: "I've seen a
fellow all puffed up and darn
hard to get along with just because he hasn't received a letter from his folks or someone
he thinks a lot of.
"It's hard to sit back and see
everyone except Little Joe or
Big Mike get a handful of
letters.
"I get my share, as I have
six brothers and two sisters
who write often. But I would
like to see that little gunner
alongside of me get some, too."

Navy Has Local 6 Member
Tell Fight of the Gambier Bay
SAN FRANCISCO—Au gus t
Maniscalco. Local 6 member, now
a Navy cook, Is one of the survivors of the USS Gambier Bay,
baby carrier which was sunk in
the second battle of the Philippines, one of the most critical engagements of the war.
Maniscalco is currently telling
the story of the engagement in
which an outnumbered and outgunned unit of escort carriers,
destroyers and destroyer escorts
delayed a more powerful Japanese task force long enough to
keep it from reaching and destroying the massed cargo at
Leyte.
Manaicalco manned a five-inch
gun during the battle.
TOO BUSY TO RUN OUT
"We knew we were doomed
when we saw all that Japanese
power," Maniscalco relates, "but
we had no time to worry about
the odds. We were too busy ducking Jap shells.

"For two long hours we had to
remain a,target before the enemy
ships came within range. Then
we scored a number of hits ourselves, but there was too much
firepower against us. After taking nine hits with 14 or 16-inch
shells, we went down for the
count.
"I was in the water for 45 hours
before being picked up only a
few miles from a Japanese held
island."
REPAY 'APS FOR LOSS
Twenty-seven-year-old Maniacalco is a member of the San Francisco unit of Local 6 and has been
In the Navy for two and a half
years. Previous to its fighting
finish, his carrier had taken part
In action in the Marshal's, Saipan,
Tinian, Guam, Palau and Yap.
Maniscalco tells war workers:
"We showed in that last battle
how well American fighting men
can take it. Our destroyers made
runs on,Japanese battleships and
destroyers in broad daylight."
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Uncle Sam's Warehousemen
(Local 6 Civil Service Workers)
shop contract for all personnel,
FIRST MEETING
With the anticipated jump in
The first membership meeting
of Local 6 civil service workers personnel in the near future, Lowill be held today (Friday) at cal 6 will be expected to furnish
519 Mission Street at 8 p.m, Al- the men for these jobs.
though civil service workers are MARINE CORPS
invited to attend regular Local
Union representatives Joe
6 membership meetings, special Lynch, Local 6 vice-president, Al
meetings will be held for them Quittenton, organizer, and Bjorn.
from now on.
Hailing, Northern California ReJ. R. Robertson, 11.W13 Director gional Director for the ILWU,
of Organization, will address the met with Marine Corps commandfirst meeting. A representative ing officers last fortnight
from the California Labor School
Discussed were the union's sugwill speak, giving a sf:ort outline gestion on full utilization of
of the history of the labor move- equipment in freight transportament. It is expected that educa- tion, the question of crowded
tional material from the labor luncheon facilities at 100 Harrischool will be a regular feature son Street, the use of the union
hiring hall and the union request
of future service meetings.
for marine corps policy on promoELECTIONS
An activities and a publicity tions, reclassifications, upgradcommittee will be elected at the ings, ratings for various classifimeeting. The activities commit- cations and grievance machinery.
The commanding officer will
In order to increase the number of donors in Local 6's campaign to ensure tee will plan agenda for meetings
ant a Ride')
recreational program for consider the suggestions and corna sufficient and continued flow of blood plasma to the armed forces, the and a
civil service workers. A party unicate with the union.
local is using the above ILWU trailer to make it easier for donors to get to the bank.
for "Uncle Sam's Warehousemen" DISCHARGES
is one of the first anticipated
Ruth Garland and Laura
items on this program. The pub- ertson of the San Francisco Me
licity committee will consider pub- cal Depot were discharged on
lication of a mimeographed news- claim of technical violation of
paper for civil service workers.
civil service regulations regarding
organizing.
PACIFIC OVERSEAS AIR
The union employed the grievAs The Dispatcher went kr
OAKLAND—There are only
SERVICE COMMAND
five more days to go in the city- press, the CIO was fifth in the
Warehouse workers at the POA- ance machinery available—taking
wide contest to choose the Queen contest with 712 pints. First place
SC, who a year ago were civil up the matter with the officers in
of the Purple Hearts, representa- had 1,611 pints.
service workers, now are all mem- charge. Failing to receive satistive of the organization which
bers of Local 6 working for a faction at this level, the matter
"These figures are not really
contributes the greatest amount representative of the success of
private contractor and under the has been submitted to the union's
of blood to the Red Cross.
guarantees of a union contract. Washington office to take up
the Local 6 and CIO campaign,"
The base, which originally em- with the War Department.
said Paul Heide, Local 6 viceployed only 30 to 35 warehouse- PEDSONALS
president.
men now employes between 350
Uncle Sam is considering trans"Our campaign has emphasized
and 400 and it is expected that ferring John de Massimo from
enrolling new and regular donthis number will jump to 3000 or freight transportation at 100
ors, not merely getting donors
more as the base becomes the Harrison to the Armed Forces.
who appear at the bank to vote
main air service command for Already transferred are Dale Godsay, now in the army and Theofor our candidate," said Heide.
the Pacific Coast.
Transition from civil service dore Campbell, in the Merchant
SAN FRANCISCO—A Local 6
to private contractor occurred Marine. Both Godsay and CampWanted: Housing
truck will be on call on February
over the year and a half period bell worked at Islais Creek.
26, 27 and 28 to pick up clothing
with, at first, only a small amount
Charles (Harvey) Harvard has
For ILWU Delegates
and food articles which members
of the work let out to Western been promoted to acting snippet
FRANCISCO—Local 6
SAN
contribute to Russian War Relief.
Freight. Local 6 signed a con- at freight transportation. _
members, who can help house
Ruthie Kaye, packer at 'Maki
This announcement was made
tract with this contractor, and in
delegates to the ILWU conthis week by Joe Dillon, in charge
time when the army transit units Creek and one time radio broadvention between March 26 and
of the Local 6 drive, which memIn Sacramento, Stockton, Berk- caster (she was on the air with
April 3 were requetted this
Sergeant Will;artl
bers voted to support at the last
week by ILWU Secretarynetti, Local 6 mem- eley and San Francisco were con- Dick Lynden and Mike Quin sevmembership meeting.
into the Alameda Air eral weeks ago) has returned to
Treasurer Louis Goldblatt to
ber. formerly employed at the solidated
Base, Local 6 obtained a closed the University of California.
STEWARDS BESEECHED
notify the International office
Dwight Edwards coffee company
as soon as 'possible. Phone
A letter sent out to all San
was killed in action on Leyte in
DO
uglas
1663.
Francisco stewards anounced that
October of last year.
these three days have been set
aside for the collection of the
much needed items.
"All of us are familiar with the
vital contributions that the people
of the Soviet Union have been
making and are making daily to
SAN FRANCISCO—Status of crease for women. .
the victory of the United Na- the master contract gains were
"The five-cent increase must
tions," the letter stated.
announced by Business Agent be approved by the War Labor
"We also know that the people Mabel Keesling in a report to the Board and it will be some time
of the Soviet Union are endur- membership, February 14.
before it will be in effect, but the
Keesling reported that separate increase will be retroactive to
ing hardships almost inconceivable to us. We can express our Form 10's are being filed with June 1, 1943," she stated.
joy in the headlines and our the War Labor Board for the CLASSIFICATIONS SOON
sympathy for the suffering civ- classifications, for sick leave and
The classifications will also be
ilians by helping Russian War for the five-cent general wage inretroactive to June I, 1943. They
Relief send the supplies our galshould come through faster than
lant ally so.desperately needs."
the -five-cent increase, she said.
ITEMS NEEDED
Sick leave will be retroactive
Stewards were requested to
to December 2, 1944, the date of
take this appeal personally and
STOCKTON — A Bridges Vic- signing the contract. It will proto ask their shop-mates to collect
vide for five days' sick leave
from their families and friends tory testimonial dinner, proceeds every year, effective December
of
which
will
be
turned
over
to
following
list
as much of the
2, 1944.
which they can and bring them to the Bridges Victory committee,
23
by
the
will
be
held
March
Vacation pay should have althe plant.
Stockton stewards in place of ready been paid. "In those
The list Included clothing (good their usual annual banquet.
houses where this is not the case,"
quality used or new), used and
Invitations to the banquet,
new watches, baby food in cans, which will be held in the Civic said Mrs. Keesling, 'the union
packaged raisins in cartons, Auditorium, have been sent to should be notified immediately."
breakfast cocoa, bitter chocolate, over 300 Stockton residents, Local
soap (preferably not perfumed),
members and community dignihard candy, baby talcum in tins 6
taries.
milk.
and canned
%).
When collections have been
WAR
SAN FRANCISCO—An urgent
made, stewards were asked to
appeal to workers to cooperate in
phone the union office at YU kon
the reduction of absenteeism was
0091 for the truck which will be
SAN FRANCISCO—Paul Robe- made by Business Agent Mabel
sent out to the houses on Februson and the east of "Othello," Keesling in an officers' report to
ary 26, 27 or 28.
sellout-Broadway production of the San Francisco membership.
"If you must be absent, you
the Shakespeare drama, were
Brian Adler ial(es ihe
Local 6 Wants Place
slated to give a performance Sat- should be sure to notify the emliterally and is pictured
gan
s
urday, February 24, for the joint ployer, so that be can give work
At the Peace Table
donating his coat to the Russian War Relief in ifs campaign
here
while
you
are.
to
another
member
Russian
American
of
the
benefit
SAN FRANCISCO—On mofor clothing for destitute Russians and particularly Russian children.
Institute and the Council of Afri- away from the job," she stated.
tion from the floor by S. A.
Wan Manpower ceilings permit Local 6 is currently sponsoring a campaign in Oakland to assist
Affairs.
can
Pappas, the San Francisco
A reception was planned fol- an employer to hire a substitute the Relief association give aid to the thousands of families in the
membership voted Wednesday,
employee, only after three days Soviet Union, now returning to devastated areas liberated from
lowing the performance.
February 14, to attempt to
the of unnotified absence on the part
at
sale
Tickets
are
on
Local
from
delegates
seat two
the Nazis. Members were urged to bring any clothing they mar)a
American Russian Institute and of their employees. If the em6 at the United Nations conoffice and put them in the box pictured
the City of Paris and at the Geary ployee notifies the company, it able to spare to the union
ference to be held here beginmay hire a substitute immedi- above. Pictured with Brian is his father Frank Adler, veteran of two
the
night
of
only
on
the
Theater
nig April 25.
wars, World War 11 and the Spanish Civil War.
ately.
performance.
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Local 6 Donors Visis Blood
Bank in Queen Contest

Russian Aid
Week Begins
February 26

Warehouse industry Files
Form 10's on New Contract

Stockton Slates
A Bridges Dinner

Othello to Play
To Benefit House

Keesling Urges Cut
In Absenteeism

Share Your Clothing
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RED CROSS
BLOOD CENTER
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LOCAL j

Servicemen Tell Post-War Dreams
Boast About ILWU War Record
Extracts from this week's serv-

ice letters follow:

Billie Roberts Hendricks and her daughter
Sallie as they appeared at the last membership meeting. Billie is the CIO candidate for Queen of the Purple
Hearts in San Francisco. She urged the members to make an apIpointment at the blood bank.

Our Queen

From Staff Sergeant G. W.
Oliver—the Marianas: "I hope
and know you are all doing your
part in buying bonds as well as
keeping supplies rolling out this
way. As you know, we can use
all you send. As you also know
I am in the Marianas and a lot of
what you load and send out to the
Pacific theater of operations
comes this way and we sure can
use it. The trips that have been
made to Tokio, I believe, prove
my point."
POST-WAR DREAMS
From Corporal Eugene Torres
—Netherlands East Indies: "A
few lines to let you know I am
still alive and healthy and full
of post-war dreams. Haven't had
a union paper before my eyes
since last May and I sure miss
them."
POVERTY IN CHINA
From Staff Sergeant Thomas J.
Musgrave—China: "It's not so

news of what is doing at borne—
and any pamphlets or, literature
of current news events will be
more than appreciated by me.
That is the only source of information that I have and as I hope
to be home sometime soon, all of
that will be a great help to me
to orient myself all over again."
From Private J. F. Galdo—,
Assam, India: "Just got your
New Year's letter with all dope
on election returns. Labor sure
did a swell job!
"The Havenner victory in San
Francisco by a mere 215 votes is
certainly an excellent lesson on
the value of political leg-work of
the Jimmy Higgins type. Important as the soldier votes were,
they would have accomplished
nothing if you folks at home had
gotten 216 folks less to the polls
on election day. You've built
an excellent organization, so far
—keep it up.
"The international scene
doesn't look bad from where I sit.
Despite the phonies we'll have a
better world in the future. Wallace's victory over Jesse Jones
and Parliament's refusal to accept Churchill's tory plans are
portents of a generally healthful
future. The internal unity deeight-hour day, with some work- veloping in India and the growers making up to $47 a week for ing exposure of Chiang Kai-Shek
as one traveling along the road
the same period.
"It just goes to show what can of Mikailovich in Yugoslavia also
happen when twd parties who show the way the wind is blowthought their interests were an- ing. How Jefferson would have
tagonistic can do when they work rejoiced!"
together," said Ira Vail. "The
From Corporal John Dunlevy
employer found out having a —Paris: "Just to let you know
union was good for him. And I received the canteen kit at
the union gained a good friend Christmas time. Thanks for reand learned to take a more sym- membering us around the holipathetic attitude toward employer days. It is always nice to hear
problems. We've both gained and from some one at home. Rewe've both progressed."
ceived your letter of November
18 a few days ago. It takes a long
time for mail to reach us.
Local 6 Makes
"I am stationed in Paris, but
A Conquest
would trade it for any town in
SAN FRANCISCO—Local 6
the U. S. A."
made a friend at the legislative
PROUD OF ILWU
conference last month.
From Sergeant Joseph A. GoRobert O'Brien, in a recent
mez—C a m p Beale, California:
column in The Chronicle, re"We have a few members of the
ported that Myrtle McDonald
local here and we're all damn
t,
of the circulation departmen
proud of the way you and our
joined the Newspaper Guild
brother longshoremen have been
and went to the CIO building
on the ball insofar as the war
to attend her first meeting.
is concerned. Keep up the
effort
intermisDuring the lunch
because I'm sure you'll
work
good
sion, she met a newspaper
have the thanks of all the workfriend and told him, "I don't
ers in uniform as well as the
understand a lot they're saysatisfaction and pride in a job
aftthe
to
going
ing, but I'm
well done."
Guild
ernoon session of the
From T/4 Ernest Dowler—
anyway."
Somewhere in Europe: "...real"The Guild meeting?" exly tickled with election returns.
claimed the friend. "That was
Now we can go on to victory and
over two hours ago."
know that when we return it
Returning to the session,
wasn't all in vain. Every counMiss McDonald learned that
try, I guess, has people like
she had spent the morning at
Hearst and Pegler and such, but
the legislative conference of
not in every country can the will
ILWU Local 6.
of the people be made felt. It's
a real tribute to the people that
Correction:
even a strong press' can't blindIn its issue of January 26, The fold them, especially when they
Dispatcher stated that Assembly- tried so hard and spent so much
man Albert C. Wollenberg op- to do so.
posed a state bill for prepaid
"We all enjoy reading the "Hot
medical insurance. Assemblyman Cargo" column, and hate to think
Wollenberg introduced the Gov- that it might be cut out for lack
ernor's bill on health insurance.
of dope. It's one of the first
The Dispatcher prints the fol- things I look for in every issue
lowing retraction submited by and have gotten many a good
Assemblyman Wollenberg on in- laugh out of it and enjoy seeing
vitation of The Dispatcher to cor- old familiar names again."
rect its error:
TREE SITTER
"From the inception of the
From Private Al Gonsalves—
present program to enact the bill, Burma: "At this moment I find
in
engaged
I have been actively
myself sitting on a broken-down
its preparation and have under- tree, high on the mountains, and
taken the responsibility of pre- a fine day for hunting.
senting this subject to the legis"Below me, looking down, I see
lature.
clouds nearly covering
scattered
"This bill—A.B. 800, has for its
mountains and
purpose the establishment of a the tops of the
side it's very clear
prepaid health system complete just the other
caps on
in all detail. It is sound in 'prin- and I can see the snow
of the Himalayas,
ciple and has the support of many Mt. Everts, one
Someadvocates of compulsory health the tallest in the world.
can be seen
insurance. In fact, the only es- times this mountain may seem
and that
sential difference between the for 200 miles
still true.
system set up in A.B. 800 and Impossible, but is
"If you think you have much
and that of other proposed bills is
in application of the fundamental rain in California you should be
in this monsoon weather here.
principle involved.
"I sincerely hope that we will I'm not kidding, it really rains
be successful in giving California here. We have nearly three
a prepaid health system that will times as much rain as you do in
be a model throught the country." California."

bad here in China, but guess the
weather is what I like. There's a
lot of poverty here which is not
pleasant to see.
"Am doing alright in work, I
guess, as just received another
promotion. Hope to see the Golden Gate by the end of this year.
Nice going on the election!"
From Staff Sergeant Al Floyd
—New Guinea: "As you undoubtedly know, things are shaping up
well over here and it really looks
like the ball has begun to roll—
and as long as we have labor on
the home front united, bringing
us the supplies—brother she'll
keep on rolling.
"I have been in the tropics 16
months now and believe me, I'm
anxiously looking forward for a
few weeks' leave in the States,
but it will be just short of a
miracle if I make it by the end
of this year."
NEWS WANTED
From Private Fred S. Hill—
Belgium: "It's very good to hear

Go!dstone Plant in Petaluma Illustrates New
Era of Emp.loyer-Union Industrial Harmony
PETALUMA—From picket-line
struggles in 1940 to top-notch industrial harmony in 1944 is the
story of four years of progress
made by union and employer at
Goldstone Brothel!' overall factory hers.
In 1940, entployers refused
even to talk ta union representatives. The union threw a picket
Tin: around the plant and for 11
weeks the workers, mainly women, walked the streets with placards and without jobs, trying to
win union recognition.
Men members of Local 6 in
Petaluma bought groceries and
paid for rent and fuel for the
strikers and voluntarily assessed
themselves $1 apiece to help the
women pay other living expenses.
UNION HELPS CO.
But conditions have changed
considerably since then. A contract was signed in 1940. "Now,"
says Prentiss Goldstone, the plant
owner,"1 wouldn't be without the
union."
Goldstone pointed out that the
union has helped him in many

of the time, is the only management representative at the plant.
"The union and Goldstone get
along very well," she reports.
"Goldstone is ,very punctilious
about observing union regulations
and looking out for the interests
of the union. He is as much concerned about union conditions as
we are."
Stewardess May Clark echoed
these sentiments.
Goldstone Brothers is an overall manufacturing plant. It employs three men cutters and approximately 36 women sewing
machine operators. For three
years prior to manufacturing
overalls, it turned out Army
fatigue suits.
In the words of Ira Vail, it
takes a piece of cloth in the basement (in the cutting department)
and when it comes out it's a pair
of pants.
DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS
A glance at the plant to the
uninitiated would give the. impression that the room is merely
filled with 36 machine operators.
The 36 machines, however, represent 13 different departments and
operations, from sewing on pockets and ,stitching up pants to
packing the overalls for shipping.
From one to five women represent each department.
given to builders, owners and conEmployees at Goldstone's work
tractors in restricted areas and on a piece-rate basis. Average
asked guarantees from such build- earnings is $35 a week for an
ers that in the disposition of the
property, there will be no discrimination because of race,
creed or color.
Action was taken following a
grant by the Housing Authority of
145 priorities on new houses in
restricted residential areas in
Stockton.
The Mayor also promised to
SAN FRANCISCO—Classificaconsider a proposal made by Lo- tion slips are now being districal 6's Mack Posey that an advis- buted by employers under the
ory committee be set up to in- 'San Francisco Distributors Assovestigate grants of priorities and ciation master contract to all
prevent recurrence of such dis- their employes.
criminatory grants in the future.
Stewards were urged to check
A report is expected at the all such slips to make sure that
next City Council meeting.
the proper classification and rate
are on them.
The union is expecting to mail
self-addressed eavelopes to all
stewards so that they may return
the duplicate slips to the unions.
SAN FRANCISCO—Blood donThese slips are being given out
ors wishing to cast their ballots by all employers under the confor Local 6 member Billie Hend- tract with the exception of the
ricks, CIO candidate for Queen of public warehouses.
the Purple Hearts, in the current
Classification slips will act as
city-wide contest should hand a check to ensure that all memtheir ballots to the Gray Lady bers receive the proper rate unwhen they register, the lied Cross der the classification schedule to
announced.
be included for the first time in
The Gray Lady will clip the th emaster contract with the San
ballot to the registration card. Francisco Distributors AssociaThe technical secretary in the tion. Following the general dishemoglobin room will deposit the tribution of these slips, all new
ballot for the donor,
employes ,will receive such slips.
They will also constitute a check
Veteran placements numbering on the number of workers hired
17.726 were made by USES tint by employers outside the union
hiring hall
lug December.

ways. "The hiriog hall is a great
aid to me in irecruiting workers,"
he pointed out. "I don't have to
shop around trying to get employees. And I might add that
Ira Vail (Local 6 business agent
in Petaluma) has done a lot of
leg work getting workers for me.
"The union helps me keep my
workers, too. It makes for more
harmony on the job. Before it
came, when workers were dissatisfied, they brooded over their
grievance for a few days and then
just walked off the job. They
didn't feel like coming and talking to the loss.
HARMONY ACHIEVED
"Now, however, they take their
grievance up with the stewardess
and it is settled immediately.
They stay on the job and they are
happier about it."
All the workers at Goldstone's
are members of the union, including the forelady, Marie Roberts,
who is practically in complete
/charge of the plant. Marie teaches
fall the new employees, is in
charge of operations and for most

AiRestricted Residential Zone
Assailed by Stockton Unit
STOCKTON—Immediate action
on a resolution protesting award
of building priorities for construction in restricted residential areas
In Stockton was promised by
Stockton's Mayor this week.
The resolution was introduced
jointly by Local 6 and the Stockton Interracial Committee at the
City Council, February 12.
A delegation of over 150 members of the Interracial Committee
appeared at the council meeting
Monday, February 19, with union
representatives to ask immediate
action on the resolution.
They requested that no priorities on materials and loans be

City Scenes Sent
To els Overseas
SAN FRANCISCO—To meet
the universal request of servicemen for the little notes on their
old home town—"how does Market Street look these dags," Sam
Barren of the San Francisco servicemen's committee has mailed
out 40 picture packets to overseas
members.
The packets contain pictures of
the San Francisco Bay Bridge,
Fisherman's Wharf, Chinatown's
telephone exchange, the De
Young museum in Golden Gate
Park. The committee urged members who might be able to obtain
similar picture packets to give
hem to the committee to send
across.
There will be no new passenger
ears manufactured in 1945.

Employers
Check All
Job Ratings

Donors Cast Votes
With Gray Lady
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"NZ DISPATCHER

Local 6 Pledges Sale of $1
Bridges Stamps to Members
16,,.

by hazel druminond gagnon

Awhile back when JAY CRAY'
NOR (from Sacramento) was
duck hunting he ran across NORA.
KURPINSKY, can't tell me NORA
was duck hunthe th'. . BOB
LEWIS is quick to tell us that
points were paid for the butter
brought to him from Australia.
Wonder what RALPH CONLEY
Is looldn' for, to pass out a box
of candy at Er. Bd. meeting?
Why do they call her "EffervecIng SYLVIA', . Such new interests at metings ('Specially
from certain persons 'round
Stockton way) wonder if ELEANOR FERGUSON has anything
to do with it...
Speakin"bout Stockton, hear
their new office is a pip, complete with newfangled furnishings
'n everything... JOE DI MAGGIO
is already all puffed out over his
coming heir. . .
Correction—CODY FLOWER'S
grandchild is a grandson, not
granddaughter—by the way ask
KODKA what she used the baby
scales for. .. Hear JOE GOMEZ
finds this longshoring a kinda
tough go and hadda limp home...
Thin SAM ANDERSON had
sompin when he said the Upjohn
. JOE
kitty was a wildcat.
LYNCH is up an' around after
his operation tonsils, at this
stage of the game.... From what
I hear 'bout DOM GALLO'S motorcycle antics, he'd be a poor
risk for an itssurance company...
LUCILLE DENIENNE has a
gift for doin' the right thing at
the right time. . . MARY POLANCO hasn't gotten over the
shock of meeting her husband
downtown, ERNIE was just in
from overseas and MARY didn't
expect him for another 8 or 9
months. . .
MONA TABER and AL QUINTTENTON picked out a nice dark
booth at the Torch Club only
to find PATSY MONAHAN and
MARIE SLATTERLY already
there, with a couple o' JOE'S. .
We're not the only ones that

think we've got a darned good
editor. The editorial cartoon in
one of the dailies recently looked
suspiciously like it was taken
from MORRIS WATSON'S, cigar,
cigarette and pipe deal in our
bulletin. All of which proves that
THE DISPATCHER does get
around. .
The BALOTTI-POSEY team In
Stockton are goin' great guns on
the organizing drive—really keeping their noses to the grindstone
but loving it... •
The big Sunday Legislative
Conference was a howling success
—big crowd an' swell discussions
.. In his rank and file comment from the floor, HARY THE
BRIDGE said he tho't 'twos so
good he was going to recommend
the same thing for his local. ..
MABEL KEESLING says Was
one of the finest and most enthusiastic conferences she's attended. . HARRY GLICKSON
was one of the old timers who
took an active part in discussions
... LEILA ANDERSON created
quite a hub huh all dolled up in
her Dubonet Mandarin coat 'n
black Coolie hat.
There was a table full of gals
from C & R, and West. Sug and
strangely enough a terrific
amount of beer bottles seemed to
collect there. (and the announcement said one bottle per person,
limnimmmm). .
'Twas easy to see that MERV
RATHBORNE is a calm family
man, but his very active child
had BOBBY APPLEGATE more
than a trifle worried, maybe 'twas
'cause she was sittin' under the
curtins he was playing with. ..
Somebody always does it, this
time it was MARY HELMS who's
chair collapsed. .. A bouquet to
the office gals for the swell job
of serving they did. .
CIO members contributed $20
million in the 1943 War Fund
drive.

SAN FRANCISCO — Philatelism, the hobby of collecting
stamps, was being encouraged by
Local 6 last week which set as a
goal in its current drive, the purchase by each member of $1 in
Bridges stamps.
The stamps were issued by the
Bridges Victory Committee to
raise funds to continue the campaign to win citizenship for
ILWU President Harry Bridges.
In Oakland, Joe Gomes, in
charge of stamp distribution to
warehouse stewards, visited all
the houses in the first week. Although, in most instances, sales
will be made by the stewards of
the houses, Gomes collected over
$500 in his trip.
In San Francisco, Jack Cousens,
distributing stamp books to the
stewards, visited 150 out of approximately 300 houses (all south

LUCIEN PEDERPRAVE
Orchids were voted by the
Petaluma membership to Lucien
Pederprave, our man of this fortnight and steward at Golden
Eagle Milling.
Pederprave, known as Frenehy,
won the vote after he personally
supervised the collection of funds
to cover burial of a fellow worker
whose home is in Alaska and who
died without family or funds.
Known as a man with no en&
mies, Frenchy also has gained a
reputation for always being available to lend a helping hand when
needed. "He evinces real trade
union spirit in this regard," stated
Business Agent Ira Vail.

WLB ,Okehs Shift
Pay at National

OAKLAND—An appeal of the
National Can company to the National War Labor Board against
decision of the regional board
which had granted a 10 and IS
per cent swing and graveyard diferential to Local 6 employees
at the plant was denied last week.
Approximately 200 Local 6
members will benefit from tho
retroactive decision.

R. 0. Weaver
Turns Skipper
SAN FRANCISCO It's Skipper Weaver now. R. 0. Weaver,
formerly employed at the Pacific
Box Company is now in command
of the Azalia.

Jewell Anderson of Schenley's is
shown above preparing to give the
pint of blood which will enable her to cast a ballot for Local 6
member Billie Roberts Hendricks, CIO candidate for Queen of the
WASHINGTON (FP) — T h left
Purple Heart in the San Francisco contest. Billie is also employed at Army's
oversupply of small size
Schenley's.
*liter-weight flannel pajamas

Ballot' for Billie

Double Tragedy
Hits Brunettis
SAN FRANCISCO —Double
tragedy came to the Brunetti family recently. Sergeant William
Brunetti, formerly employed by
Dwight Edwards Coffee Company,
was killed in action on Leyte and
word reachtd Adolph Brunetti,
brother of William, that his son
was missing in action.
Sergeant Brunetti fought in the
17th Infantry, Company F, 7th
Division. He was killed in October of last year.

Paratrooper Rosick
Is Killed in Action
SAN FRANCISCO—Paratrooper William Rosick was killed in
action in Holland on September
29, 1944, the union learned reBill Harmon, Local 6 member and son of Al cently.
Harmon, Local 6 drill and drummer, is shown
Rosick was firmerly employed
at State Terminals.
bath in a typical bamboo shower arrangement in India.

Bathhouse
taking a

of Market Street) and reported
enthusiastic response from the
stewards.
EMPLOYERS BUY, TOO
Joe Muzio reported selling two
books of $5 stamps to employers.
One employer also purchased a
whole book of $5 stamps.
In the other units, books .were
dispatched last week. No reports
had been received from them
when The Dispatcher went to
press.
Local 6 has pledged $1 a member to the committee. Any deficit
will be made up from proceeds of
the annual ball.
"We are confident that this
goal will be met by voluntary
contributions of our members,"
said President Richard Lynden.
"If it is, we will be able to turn
over the entire proceeds of the
ball to the servicemen's welfare
committee."

means some 74,000 pairs go on
retail shelves at $2.80 and $3 for
shivering civilians, OPA said,
SAN FRANCISCO—New Year's warning buyers to look for price
present for Lauren Larson, for- ceiling tags before making a
merly employed at Owen Illinois purchase.
glass company was promotion to
first lieutenant, the union learned
The Mosquitoes
this week.
Are So Big—
Larson received his promotion
SAN FRANCISCO—A soluIn the European theater.
tion to the transportation problem in San Francisco was ofUnions Have Their Say
fered by Sergeant Manuel
Souza, now in the Philippines,
On Antwerp Council
In a letter received by the
ANTWERP—Operation of the
union recently.
strategic port of Antwerp, clearSouza said that the flies and
ing house for the Western front, mosquitoes on the islands are
so big they could be used to
is taken care of by the British
ride on If transplanted to the
Royal Navy, U.S. troops, canaUnited States.
dians and Belgians. On the port
Souza also enclosed 61 centncouncil, representatives of the
vos in Japanese currency issued on the island. "It's what
Belgian civilian stevedores and
they paid the Filipinos with,"
the longshoremen's union meet
noted Souza, adding, "it's not
with the port commanders and
any good."
engineers to solve all problems.

Larson is Promoted
To First Lieutenant

India's Poverty and Disease Can Be Cured With Freedom and Factories
By Pfc. JOE GALDO
SOMEWHERE IN INDIA —
Overseas at last! Took me over
two years to make it but I made
it, by gosh! I'm in the ATC now.
As the tourist said: "India's
quite a place." What amazes
one is to find that it's actually
just what CIO'ers who read a bit
Understand it to be.
DISEASE RAMPANT
Poverty and disease are rampant, accompanied by an extremely
low wage scale—the usual team.

Key to the problem is the enforced agricultural and colonial
status which has the Indians
economically standing on their
head in an industrial and capitalist-run world.
Internally, the Indians can't
produce the national wealth for
a higher standard of living and
externally they're at a disadvantage in exchanging their lowpriced goods for high priced foreign necessities.
• We must aid them in every pea-

Bible way,to secure their freedom.
If the religious" groups were
clearly named "Hindu Political
Party," and "Moslem Political
Party" etc., there would be a
better understanding of their economic, social and political problems.
To say they can't solve these
problems is ridiculous. Let's not
forget our own history with its
contrasting leaders—Washington,
Adams, Jefferson, Hamilton, and
Franklin, our North-South mono,

mic problem, etc. Give India
freedom, land reforms, Industrialization and.watch her prosper.
MR. MODERN FACTORY
After all, she can benefit from
our America's experiences. Old
Mr. Modern Factory, with his
appetite for fresh juicy free labor
power will soon raise Cain with
the venerable caste system.
All of which reminds me—
we've work to do in our own
back yard—Porto Rico.
Getting closer to our Japanese

fascist friends all the time. Sure
hope I can line a few of them up
in my gun sight before I get
back. Still hold the old Dock
Foreman classification on my rec.
ord and am trying to get transferred up closer to the front. Figure they can make good use of
another ILWIPer at the business
end of the lines.
Keep the goods moving—wellti
be making good use of them.
Add note Bombay dockers
earn 64 cent tl day!
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On The March

Steps to Activize Whole
Membership Are Outlined
By J. R. Robertson
in the last two years the membership of ILWU locals has
changed considerably. In most
instances, there has been a large
influx of new members and a
decrease in the number of socalled old-timers. Among the
new members we find workers
who have never belonged to
unions before and, therefore,
lack knowledge and experience
as to the proper function of
union organizations.
There are other contributing
factors, such as long hours of
work put in by
our members,
and transportation difficulties, which
make it hard
for the average member
to find sufficient time to
function on
various union
Robertson
ommittes
and attend union membership
meetings. Another difficulty has
been the war-time restriction of
movement in the warehousing
areas of union representatives.
To overcome these difficulties
and to establish the proper
union machinery which will enable the International and locals
better to acquaint the membership with the policy and program of our union, the following steps have been recommended to all regions and
locals.:
International representatives,
cooperating with local union officers, are requested to arrange
a series of meetings with each
local union. There shall be five
such meetings, to be held within
a period of six weeks. The following is a general outline to
discuss at such meetings:
(1) Such changes in local
union machinery as are necessary for the union to function
under present conditions:
A. How best to bring the
general policies of the International and the local to the
membership.
R. To handle adequately the
problems affecting the local
from time to time.
C. To activise the membership In carrying out these
polities.
D. To assure a functioning
steward system.
E. What improvements can
be made in the financial structure of the locals,
(2) The union's role In the
war effort and the problems connected with the anticipated expansion of activities as the war
reaches its peak in the coming
period.
(3) The union's role In the
community a n d cooperation
with the community and employers in the war effort.
(4) Continued and expanding
political action.
(5) Post-war program of the
International and local unions:
A. The methods and efforts
which the local and membership will have to use in order
to effectuate that program.
R. Mechanical changes and
new methods involved in the
warehousing and longshore industries in the post-war period.
(6T Organization of the unorganized.
Preparations for this series of

meetings: An outline of this
program, listing all of the questions and answers should be
made. Copies of this outline
should be given to all those attending each meeting. This outline- should be used as a basis
for discussion among the membership on the job.
MEETINGS
First Meeting: The International official in charge will be
responsible for the calling together of full-time officials of
the local union; plus International Executive Board members and International representatives in the area. This group
will discuss thoroughly and will
reach complete agreement on
methods used to cary out the
program, and will participate in
organizing and calling the second meeting.
Second Meeting: Will consist
of.all those mentioned above,
plus all members of the Local
Executive Board, all shop and
gang stewards and functioning
local union committees. This
meeting will again discuss the
program and reach complete

agreement on how to carry it

out. This enlarged meeting will
recommend to the next membership meeting the calling of
a delegated conference by the
local.
Third Meeting: At the next

membership meeting a report

on the general outline of the
program should be made, pointing out the necessity of calling
a conference where each point
can be discussed in detail. All
those attending the first and
second meetings should support
the recommendation for the
conference.
Representation should be on
the basis of one delegate for
each 20 members. This should
be an all-day conference, on a
Sunday, if possible, which will
enable a greater number of delegates to attend.
Fourth Meeting: Delegated
local union conference: At this
meeting the prepared outline
used in the previous meetings
should be used as a basis for
conducting the meeting. At the
conclusion of the conference, a
summary should be prepared
and given to all those attending, which again will be used as
a basis for discussion on the job
among the members. When the
program is finally presented to
the membership, they, will be
acquainted beforehand with it.
They will be in a position to
discuss it, make the changes
necessary, if any, and finally
adopt it.
The conference should elect a
committee of 20 to assist the
officers in presenting the program adopted to the membership.
Fifth Meeting: At the next
regular membership meeting
the only order of business
should be discussion and adoption of the program recommended by the conference.
A series of such meetings
should be held at least every
six months, and if possible,
three times a year, to implement
the established routine functions
of local unions. If carried out,
it would be of great value to
the International and locals in
carrying the union program to
the membership on the job.

To meet the expense of educational work on the Joint Labor Lobby in Olympia tlie
Fun FestSbaffie
CIO Council planned a fun fest. The ILWU is well represented on the planning
committee. Above are, left to right, Hilda Hanson, CIO CounCiI; 011ie Munier, MC&S; Mary Kaufman, SCMWA; Lou Glazer and Happy Dearinger, Local 9, ILWU; Gordon Fox and Tony Peterson,
Local 19, ILWU.

Changes in Key Roles of Congress
Fail to Reflect Mandate of Polls

Special to The Dispatcher
WASHINGTON—American voters changed the texture of Congress at the polls last November,
but the full effect of that change
will not be felt in progressive
legislation this session. The reason is that the character of the
general membership has been
altered more than the character
of the key committees, whose
final membership has been announced only this week
"Congress in session is Congress on public exhibition," Woodrow Wilson once said, "while
Congress in its committee rooms
is Congress at work."
The rule of seniority in both
Houses is a guarantee that any
change in the body of Congress
will not be proportionately reflected in its committees. Arguments have raged for years on
the value of the seniority principle, but one thing is sure: New
blood in Congress has no chance
of immediate power. The organization of Congress cannot be affected too much by one election;
It takes two, three or even four
elections.
THE SENATE
Nevertheless, the 1944 returns
resulted in some significant organizational changes, especially
in the Senate where there are
fewer and smaller committees.
Of ranking importance in the
public mind is the Senate's role
in fashioning a peace. And on
this question, the Foreign Relations Committee is a key. The
Democrats have taken full advantage of the defeat or resignation of isolationist& Robert Reynolds (N.C.), Bennett Champ
Clark (Mo.) and Guy Gillette
(Ia.). They have been replaced
by three strong internationalists:
Carl Hatch (N.M.), Lister Hill
(Ala) and Scott Lucas (Ill.). This
change puts a complete list of
fourteen Democratic internationalists on the committee which reports any treaty to the floor of
the Senate and which was Wilson's first stumbling block in
1919.
NEW ASSIGNMENTS
There have bsen three changes
of Senate committee chairman-

ships which will 'have a significant result in the formation' of
legislation in the 79th Congress.
Elmer Thomas (Okla.) has succeeded "Cotton Ed" Smith (S.C.)
as chairman of the Agriculture
and Forestry Committee, assuring
that this committee will be less
wedded to the exclusive interest
of cotton. Progressive Elbert
Thomas (Utah) is the new chairman of the Military Affairs Committee, replacing isolationist Robert Reynolds. This change will
have an important effect on war
mobilization and manpower measures. And Thomas' place as
chairman of Education and Labor
has been filled by James Murray
(Mont.), assuring continued attention by the committee to crucial discrimination and anti-labor
practices in war industries.
Vigorous new Senators, both
Republican and Democratic, have
been assigned to key committees
such as Banking and Currency,
Commerce, Education and labor,
Finance,Interstate Commerce and
Naval Afafirs.
However, some of the key committees, conservatively constituted, have been changed little if
at all by the election. The Commerce Committee, under the
chairmanship of Josiah Bailey
(N.C.), will remain fully as conservative in consideration of measures dealing with foreign trade
and public works. And the Finance Committee under Walter
George (Ga.) will continue to be
cool to "ability to pay" taxation.
THE HOUSE
Fewer committees in the House
are as basically important as
those in the Senate. This is true
because the large number of Congressmen (435) have to be sandwiched onto from one to five

DeMille Spouts Anti-Union
Views,Says Edward Arnold
NEW YORK (FP)—Cecil B.
DeMille, movie producer and
radio emcee, got a reply from a
fellow unionist in his smear campaign against the American Federation of Radio Artists (AFL).

Clothing Manufacturing Firm Invites Union to Organize Ifs Employes
NEW YORK (FP)—Admitting
that some might consider its action "startling indeed," the Sigmund Eisner Co., biggest manufacturers of uniforms in the country, invited the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers (CIO) to complete unionization of its office
and shipping forces in its Red
Bank and Newark, N. J., plants.
Two thousand of the firm's employes are already represented
by the ACW, which signed its
first contract with the company

seven years ago. In an unsolicited letter to the union, Secretary-Treasurer Monroe Eisner
said the company knew that the
remainder of its workers wanted
to join the ACW. "And so," he
said, "we have taken the unusual step of actually inviting the
organizers of your union to effect this result without delay."
The Eisner firm, "fortified by
harmonious labor relations" with
the ACW, was fully equipped to
meet the demands of the govern-

ment's war production prograni;
Eisner said, adding: "At the
Eisner plants, labor and management had learned to settle their
differences in a democratic way,
by meeting face to face, in dignity and mutual respect and cooperatively resolving their diversities in a spirit of communal
service.
"No one fully aware of the
broader meaning of the current
needs and trends can validly
*question the soundness of our de-

committees each. As a result,
many committees are padded and
others are created with dubious
and limited purpose. In this Congress the significance of House
committee changes is limited to
the assignments obtained by the
new members.
The action of the Democratic
and Republican leadership differed greatly on these assignments. The Democratic members
Of the Ways and Means Committee serve as that party's committee on committees. The election
of Clinton -Anderson (N.M.) to
this committee over H. Street
Baldwin (Md.) gave the liberal
Democrats an 8-7 majority. The
results were that several new and
progressive Representatives
promptly received key committee
assignments enabling them to start
gathering seniority rights.
For example, the Appropriations Committee got Herman Kopplemann (Conn.); Banking and
Currency got Albert Rains (Ala.);
Education got Berkeley Bunker
(Nev.); Foreign Affairs got Emily
Douglas (Ill.), Helen Douglas
(Cal.) and Joseph Ryter (Conn.);
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
got Vito Marcantonio (N.Y.); Labor got Adam C. Powell (N.Y.).
The Republicans, whose committee on committees consists of
the senior member from each
state delegation, took the unusually long time of 22 days to agree
on a slate which changed the texture of their committee line-up
very little. For example, Augustus W. Bennett, who waged such
a nationally - important fight
against Hamilton Fish in New
York, received three relhtively
unimportant assignments: Civil
Service, No, 2 Elections, and Patents.

cision," he went on. 'For between our management and your
union, there is a large area of
agreement not only on matter of
immediate or local concern, but
on questions of the most vital
consequence for the pressing
days ahead for the postwar period
thereafter."
Referring to a statement by
ACW President Sidney Hillman
he added: "Cooperation between
us to realize these objectives is
in the nature of a national asset."

DeMille was suspended from
the union, and consequently
barred from appearing on his
radio program, the Lux Radio
Theater, for his refusal to pay a
$1 assessment to the union.
Answering DeMille's airing of
his case over the March of Time
program the preceding week,
movie and radio actor Edward
Arnold pointed out:
1. The assessment was levied
to fight a bill which would have
destroyed organized labor.
2. The bill was opposed by the
state Chamber of Commerce, Governor Earl Warren (R.), church
and civic groups.
3. The assessment was ratified
by the membership at a regular
meeting, not attended by DeMille.

